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In fact, we feel that our interests'
are not only mutual, but are even
identical with the interests of the "
.' .
.'; ' ~ ". people whom we serve, and we
find pleasure in lending our. sup- .
port to enterprises like this that :":,~'
benefit them.
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In every worthy enterprise that
advances the cultural or material welfare of the citizens of this
community
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$141.75
Complete-Nothing
!
,
else to buy.
This attractive
chest is of
Chinese
Chippendale,
all
metal construction.
Beautifully lacquered in newest decorative color combination
of
black with silver trim-red
with silver trim or installed
at 141.75.
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BUY ON OUR NO-INTEREST
CLUB PLAN
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A small sum down and we'll
arrange
the balance to suit your
con venience.

90 DAY GUARANTEE
1 YEAR'S FREE SERVICE
Every machine sold here is guarau'teed by us lor 90 days regard.less.
One year's [ree service untb every
machine,
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The National Music League andthe
Artist Fledgling
By Marguerite
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EVER before in history has music study
been as general as it is today.
The'
strides made in this country during the
ast quarter of a century are enormous.
In
.he past children took piano lessons, usually
Irorn some obscure
teacher, who trudged
Nearily from house to house in shabby apoarel, receiving the munificent sum of fifty
cents an hour for her services.

N

And how crude was the instruction!
It
:ould hardly be dignified by the term music
study. .We all know the tyne of repertoire
that grandmother
discoursed with pretty af-.
Fectations upon the old square piano of her
:fay--"Rustlings"
of this and "Murmurings"
of
that, simple dance tunes and sentimental
ballads.
Only a select minority in this country ever
heard classical music or knew how to appre:iate it. The art of the concert virtuoso seemed
as unattainable as the stars! Little did grandmother dream, when she sat entranced by the
artistry and radiant presence of the great
Paderewski on one of his early tours, that any
semblance of such musicianship could be acquired by a dilettante, or that proper training
could have awakened her own poetic instincts
and developed adequate technical facilities to
foster them.
Today all that is changed.
Conservator.es
end schools of music have sprung up throughout the country.
There are good private teachlr:; in almost every town and hamlet, and
graded music courses in the public schools.
The phonograph and the radio have wrought
miracles in educating the masses and in bringing the best in music to the remotest ou tposts
of civilization.
And what is the result?
A more discriminating musical public and infinitely
higher·
standards
among musicians.
In many instances there is little to distinguish the proFessional from the dilettante.
Our conservatories and private studios are turning out great
numbers of talented and highly trained graduates, many of them aspiring to the concert
stage. After brilliant and adequate preparation
the shaping of a successful career would seem
quite simple.
But is it? Take the instance of a New York
debut erroneously considered the "Open Sesame" to a concert career. The expense mounts
up into the hundreds, the house is prepared
and after the ordeal is safely over little remains for the artist fledgling but the handshake
of enthusiastic friends and the stilted and per-

functory
papers.

mention of cub reporters in the local
Not even encouraging press notices.

As the days go' by he finds the outlook
more and more hopeless. Managers are interested in him solely to the tune of dollars and
cents~~5,()()() to ~IO,OOO as a first year risk.
He finds himself a liability instead of an asset
on the musical market.
And this brings me to the denouement of
my story.
For years the acuteness of this
situation was keenly felt by musicians all over.
the country, but nothing was done to remedy
it, until four years ago, when the desire to help
young artists crystallized in the founding of
the National Music League in New York City.
The rapid growth of this remarkable organization and the amazing scope of its activities
presents one of the most absorbing and gladdening chapters in our musical history.
At its head are Mrs. Otto Kahn, President;
Harold V. Milligan, Executive Director, and
Vera Bull Hull, Associate Director.
There is
a Board of Directors and two advisory committees besides the full quota of executives.

ing the artist asking for a confidential report
of the performance.
These reports determine
in great measure the future bookings of the
young artist.

Some of the outstanding
engagements
include three -appearances with the Philadelphia
orchestra appearances
in the Hollywood and
the Redland
Bowl; the Greek Theatre
at
Berkley, Cal., the St. Cecilia Club of Grand
Rapids; the Matinee Musical Club of Cincinnati: with the Philadelphia Grand Opera and
the Washington
Opera companies;
the Ann
Arbor Festival Association;
two appearances
with the Cleveland Orchestra, the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra and many others.

To give the artist fledgling a chance to prove
his worth and really become self-supporting,
the League has arranged, first of all, for a nonprofit booking office. Stop and consider the
meaning of such a service to young aspirants
who are told elsewhere, that they cannot he
launched without the investment of thousands
of dollars. A boon, indeed!

One splendid feature of the League's work is
that they co-operate with small organizations
and with communities
off the beaten track
which for very nominal fees may hear the best
music.
Often clubs can manage a concert
series through the League that they could never
attempt through regular booking offices.

In return the League demands proficiency'
and real attainment.
Mediocrity is distinctly
taboo!
In order to be taken on, the younj
a rtist must appear before the League Audition
Committee. which is composed of artists and
authoritative musicians, and his work is judged
critically from every angle.
If he survives
this ordeal and his name is put upon the lists
h, can really face the future hopefully.

There is another branch of the League's service that is purely local. By special arrangement with the concert management it contains
a Box Office at which members may purchase
tickets for practically all the season's concerts
at greatly reduced prices.
The membership
dues are $2.00 a year.
All music-lovers,
whether student, professional or amateur, are
eligible.

In the case of those who do not fulfill requirements, the Committee functions as an advisorv board and is often able to direct the
applicant to other channels of endeavor as
teaching. accompanying or ensemble work. Occasionally they advised giving up music as a
career altogether.
They realize so well how
overcrowded
the field is--how much greater
the supply than the demand-s-and very often
timely advice averts years of failure and disappointment.

.,.;.

Each succeeding year brings more gratifying
.results in the work accomplished.
During the
past year the records of the booking department show that 493 engagements in 136 different towns were secured for 137 different artists,
the fees totaling $75,527.80. The territory covered was extended last year to the Pacific
coast where a number of engagements were secured and contracts made which assure a transcontinental tour each season for a number of
artists.

A free bureau of information
is also maintained advising musicians where all sorts of
instruments
may be rented and where a list
of the best New York teachers is available,
also a list of those clubs and rooming houses
where students may practice freely.

In conclusion it is interesting to note that '
although the League is incorporated,
it is not
self-supporting.
The Town Hall management
gives that auditorium
free for auditions and
the judges give their service freely and faithThe artists booked by the League pay no
fully. But the yearly dues and small commisretaining fee but are charged a nominal comsion fees do not begin to cover the cost of
mission on each engagement secured for them,
at Steinway Hall,
usually about five per cent.
A number of , the New York headquarters
maintaining three professional booking agents
artists started by them at $25 are now receiving
on the road and the necessary advertising. Like
$150 and $200 an engagement.
so many other worthy enterprises in New York
it could not exist except 'for the generosity of
Following each appearance a questionnaire
its guarantors.
is sent to the organization or persons engag-
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Gigli Appears In Concert
Thursday, February 14th

attached to his watch chain and which he displays as an artist would his most sacred painting.
But he has one weakness.
His energetic.
blackeyed young manager told on him. "Oh."
he exclaimed, "he spends so much moneycharities=-everything
'"
"Well." said Gigli with his shy, modest
smile, "1t was made to be spent."
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VAUDEVILLE AND FEATURE PICTURES
tONTINUOUS

MONDAY,

JANUARY

The Screen

GIGLI FORM ERL Y A DRUG CLERK
Beniamino Gigli. celebrated
Italian tenor,
who will he heard here on February
14, at
Municipal Auditorium, used to be a drug clerk.
And he liked it'
"For six years 1 used to fill prescriptions
in my father's drug store in Recanati," he
said, "that is, until I was eighteen years old."
"Gigli is modest about his. singing-he
doesn't
talk about it at all. But the drug business'
He fairly glows with pride about his accomplishments in that line.
"Why, I could even fill a prescription now,"
he boasts.
A visitor pointed to his cane which looked
as though it might unscrew at the top and
disclose a. receptacle
for some toothsome
liquid.
"Is there a 'Prescription'
in there?"
inquired the visitor.
"Ah, no," sighed Gigli in profound regret,
"It is not that kind."
Gigli is a retiring young man. The 'young
man' is quite correct, for he is only thirtyeight . Yes, he's married, and has two children, whose pictures he carries with him.
"Here's something else I carry with me,"
winked Gigli in a whisper and with a great deal
of pride; "My little girl pinned this on my
pajamas one morning 'for luck'."
'This' was a tiny little bell which Gigli has

21

Sensation

HUGO'S Immortal
starring

Classic

CONRAD VElDT and
MARY PHILBIN
"The Impassioned 'Call of the Flesh
Subdued by LOVE Sublime}"
A PA ULLENI Production

PATHE NEWS IN SOUND
MONDAY,

JANUARY

28

"Uncle Tom's

Cabin"
In Sound

Mats., Until 5 P.M .. 15c-30c
Sat. Mats., 15 c-5 Oc
Nights, 20-50c

Mrs.' j. F. Hill Returns From Annual
. ference in Chicago
With the
dent, from
sixth annual
Association,
its activities,
holidays.

Mrs. Hill announced yesterday that the club
is planning a special Valentine musicale and
luncheon, to be given Feb. 14 at Hotel Peabody as one of its series of regular monthly
concerts.
A group of excentionally
talented
musicians will appear on the program, including Mrs. James L. McRee, soprano;
Mis~
Elsa Gerber, contralto, and Mr. Herbert Summerfield, pianist.
Miss Sallie Glass will give
a musical reading. The regular monthly card
party will be held Jan. 31.
Music lovers are awaiting three important
musical events which the club will sponsor
this season, the concerts to be given by Beniamino Gigli, Elizabeth Rethberg and the St.
Louis Symphony Orchestra.
Mr. Gigli, who
will sing here Feb. 14, has been invited to attend the luncheon and musicale that day.
Mrs. Hill was honored at the Chicago convention by being asked to preside over the
business session on the opening day of the
meeting.
This is the fourth time the honor
has been accorded her. More than 600 people
attended- the convention,
according to Mrs.
Hill. The principal social event was a banquet for 675 guests, at which Miss Dema E.
Harshbarger, president of the association, was
given a silver trophy by a group of artists
in the Chicago Civic Opera Company,
the
presentation being made by Mr. Samuel Insull,
sponsor of the company.
Mr. Insull and Dr
Charles Mayo of Rochester, Minn., paid tribute to Miss Harshbarger
for her work in
making it possible for music lovers throughout the country to secure the world's finest
artists for concerts in their own cities.
Mrs. J. Fred Pritchard and Mrs. H. j. Law-:
rence accompanied Mrs. Hill to Chicago.

MARIE LLOYD
School of the Dance
1340 Madison Avenue
TELEPHONES

OPAL RUTH MORRIS
. Former pupil of Miss Lloyd,
now with Albertena Roach
Ballet

Studio
2-5395

Con-

return of Mrs. j. F. Hill, presi-'
Chicago, where she attended the
conference of the Civic Music
the Beethoven Club will resume
which were suspended during the
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Musicale-Luncheon to be held
Feb. 14 by Beethoven Club

Residence
2-0487

FINBERG'S

MARIE LLOYD HUGHES
D. V. HUGHES
Classes in Ballet, Toe, Tap, Acrobatic
Orchestra for Dances, Entertainments,
Spanish Adagio
Cabarets, Etc.
SPECIAL ACTS ARRANGED
AND. PRODUCED
"Study Dancing From a Teacher Who Makes Her Pupils Well Known"
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BOLLING-MUSSER r
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

ADOLPII WEISS
Member of "A. S. E" Art Committee
We are so accustomed
to see conductors
directing orchestra that the idea of a conductorlcss orchestra strikes us as novel. In reality
Mary Bolling Chapman, Founder
conductorlcss ensembles were the means of interpretation
before the beginning of the nine1890-MEMPHIS'
OLDEST
teenth century.
Even up to the time of
MUSIC SCHOO~1928'
Mendelssohn the concert-master of an orchestra
the one who indicated tempi rather than
"School of Achievement"
I' was
the conductor.
The technic of conducting
has improved since that time so that now conUnsurp ••ued success in Child Training,
ductors are usually the authority held responElem'entary, Intermediate
••nd
sible for the interpretation
of an orchestral
Advanced Grades
work in every detail.
Because of this responsiblity they have been made idols of heroCERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA
worship and their subordinate
collaborators
FACULTY
have been decidedly overlooked by the public
even though occasionally they were magnanRATA PRESENT
.Master Classes
imously asked to rise in acknowledgment
of
Distinguished
New York Artist
and share in the plaudits of an enthusiastic
Mary Bolling Chapman, Elizabeth Mosaudience.
by, Etta D. Hanson, Maude Walker
Orchestral instrumentalists
are indebted to
and Lois Maer
many conductors for what they have learned and profited.
Likewise conductors have
AFFILIATED TEACHERS
learned many things through their experience
Lucy Mitchell Johnson,
Knoxie Elizawith orchestras.
In fact our best conductors
beth Ford, Thelma Hirschman
have been orchestral
instrumentalists
some
and Hazel Green
time or other.
There might be many instrumentalists in orchestras just as eligible for a
BEETHOVEN CLUB HOUSE
conductorship
as those, forward by chance,
who have become idols of hero-worship.
217 N. Waldran
Phone 2-5655
It seems the course of nature that collectivism should be superceding individualism. ColBELLEVUE STUDIOS
.
lectivism is the dominant note of our civilization today.
We find this to be true in' business as well as in government.
.::~~~:nt~~.:~~.
The conductorless
orchestra represents the
idea of collectivism in music.
The individuality of each and every
performer
in the
orchestra is manifested through the conductorless orchestra.
Instead of one personality as.serting itself continuously
through the stick
we have many personalities working toward a
perfect ensemble and cooperating
toward a
common ideal without
subordinating
themTEACHER OF VIOLIN
selves to the restraining influence of a temperament that might be foreign to theirs.
A unanimity of spirit is accentuated
by the resSolo' and Orchestra Engagements
ponsibility each and every performer feels in
the interpretation
of a work.
The musicianship of the instrumentalist
is heightened by
Studio 220 Woman's Bldg.
the study of scores as well as intense listening
to that which is going on in every department
of the orchestra.
A finer feeling for rythmic
values is demanded of the instrumentalist
in
order that the ensemble may be as perfect as
possible.
Here I might add that the stick'
of a conductor does not make the ensemble in
an orchestra with conductor, rather the ability
of the instrumentalists
to listen to each other
and feel in unanimity.
We firmly believe that conductorless
orchestras will improve the musicianship of every
member of an orchestra; that they will effect
, better ensemble playing through score-study;
that they will develop higher aesthetic qualities in instrumentalists;
that they will add to
the better interpretation
of works through the
more diversified ideas of a number of interpreters.
We still would accept conductors as
coaches and constructive
critics in our work
toward the realization of the highest ideals in
3366
WOMAN'S BLDG.
orchestral playing.
In fact we would invite
6them to cooperate with us as instrumentalists
or advisors.
It might be interesting_ to have
.:.~o-.~I""'I""I""C)4lllfCI_~t"-'I'
__I'-o.-C.:. a Mengelberg play second fiddle, a Toscanini
cello, a Koussewitsky bass in our conductorless ensemble.
We have the greatest admiration for such conductors but we feel now that
we can" walk without "Papa" to the goal of
. modern collectivism in music.
+,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_.'_"_'"_.1_"_"_,'-'+
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The Significance of the
Conductorless Orchestra

I

THEODOR

i

BOHLl\1ANN

f

School of Music, Inc.

11156

I

Mrs. W. J. Hon, Gladys Cauthen, Mr •.
Clyde Parke, Mrs. Chas. B. Dunning,
Genevieve Headlee

f
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For catalogue and further information
address the Secretary
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

iI Mrs. Carroll Mount
I
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SARAH WRIGHT
School of Speech
'"

SPEAKING, READING, ACTING
TEACHING

•

.'"

..
I

Poise, Personality.
Charm for Any Station
" In Life.
Specially arranged classes for
children and busy adults.
For Detail of Courses Write or Telephone

WOMAN'S BUILDING
6-3366
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or 2-'1885

':-ARTURPLATZ!'
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Director

Music, Linden Avenue
tian Cburcb

Chris- "II

I
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Vocal Studio

t.

A Limited Number of Advanced Organ
Pupils Will Also Be Accepted
By Appointment
•

Tel.

8-5665
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STUDENTS ENROLLED
AT ANY TIME
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Instruetion in Piano, Voice, Violin and
All Theoretical Subjects

I
I

Mrs. O. Hi .Muehler

+--------------------------,

Bohlmann, Director and
Artist Teacher
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The Keynote System of Healing
According to Music
By DR. O. W.

DOMINICAN SISTERS
657

Vance

Ave., Memphi.,

Tenn.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Distlngul.hed
(acuity
in piano, pipe-organ,
violin, voice, nnd dramatic art. Courses leadIng lo Teacher's
Ccrt if icat.e, Diploma
and
Bachelor of 1>1
us ic Degree

I'.

I
I

FACULTY
PATRICK
MME.

O'SULLIVAN,
Pinno and Ora'an
VAU:NTINA
TUMANSKAYA
,
SISTER HILDEGARDE,
Voice nnd Dramatic
Arts
JOE CORTESE, Violin
SISTER LEONA, Piano

VI BRA-
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THE BOOKER PRIVATE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
SUSIE T. BOOKER
Piano Interpretation,
Harmony,
Normal
Methods
and Ensemble

MARTHA McCLEAN
Bur rowes

Courses
of Music Study.
Theory
and Kindergarten
Cincinnati
Conservatory
of Music recognizes the s tandards
of Miss Booker, and will
give advanced
credits
to the students
for
work done under her supervision.
(Signed)
Bertha
Bnur, president
and director
of the
Cons er-vatory.
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.Minapearle Maxwell
TEACHER
Member

OF VOICE

I
I
I

of

Faculty
Chicago Musical
College
Pupil of Wm. S. Brady and Richard
Hagerman, New York; Bill Forbes Cutter and Herbert Witherspoon,
Chicago.
Has BA and M.A. degrees from Chicago
Musical College. (Credits recognized by
all leading colleges).
Announces the re-opening of her studio suite, No. 24 Woman's Bldg., Monday, Sept. 17, 1928. Telephone 6-3366.
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Harry E. Dillman i
Instructor

I

of

BANDS AND BAND INSTRUMENTS

I

~I

School of Hair and
Beauty Culture

. The Philosophy of healing is to be classified under three heads:
Faith Tone-Vibra· tion, and Chemical regeneratio'n.
In other
words, Man is a Chemical formation.
(No.
I).
Susceptible to Climatic changes.
(No.
2). Ruled by Electrical
Energy.
(No.3).
The source of energy is as great as the de-mand if you understand the law of "Attract-

ion."
In Music we have three changes in the key
· of "C". We have Seven notes in the Gamut,
'and
12 Notes in the Chromatic
Scale (3)
Spirit,
Soul. and Body, represents
three,
Seven days In the week, Seven Stars in the
dipper, Seven Colors in the Rain-bow
and
Seven Thousand represents a Cycle of' time,
IZ-months In the year, 12-signs of the Zodiac,
12 Apostles.
So it is very evident that every
thing in the universe is based on law and
order.
To delineate the characters of, 3-7and-12, there is no limit to the study but the
, sky. I think it was Emerson, who told the
church fathers
when they dismissed him for
his advanced ideas, when he said :"The ~orld

Conducted
104 S, Main St.
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PIANO STUDIO
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Mrs. Eleanor M. Burrow

j

TEACHER

OF PIANO

Woman's Building
Mrs. O. H. Muehler's Studio
Phone 6-3366
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is nothing."
The amount of air that is transmitted through the nose, regulates the tone
of your voice, you r physical condition, and
the depth of your mentality.
(3). The nose
is the organ that is responsible for the tone
expression.
The persons with straight noses
are always in the natural key note, C. D. E.
F. G. A. and B. Those in sharps have a roman
shaped nose. The only way we can account
for people being in sharps, is that the tone
that proceeds from the speech has a longer
scope to go round, therefore lifts the natural
tone a half degree higher.
The larger the
nose the lower down in the scale. For instance the "C's" have the largest noses of all.
Each key note represents a chemical element
entirely its own.
The spoken word carries
its influence through
telepathic
communication.
The breath, the voice, the' chemical
it contains seeks its own and blends in its affinity.
Persons in the same key note become
contaminated
from others that are in the
same tone vibration, as the two corresponding keynotes produce the same tone on the
instrument
whether
of a higher
or lower
pitch.
The Chemical that belongs to you
will take effect, as every thing in nature
seeks Its own source. Every key-note has its
oW!l corresponding
chemical in the cycle to
which It belongs, every vibration of tone attracts its own condition as the blossom seeks
its own from the soil to produce the different
variety of colors.

EFFECTS
TION
The natural tone of the voice denotes the
keynote-of
individual,
mental and physical
structure.
Each keynote peculiar to itself
is composed of certain chemical elements that
constitute
all life; the blending in perfect
harmony,
the proportion
of each chemical
element promotes a complete balance.
When
all these elements work in perfect accord the
effect evolves a perfect physical body. Hence
out of thoughts,
actions, association's, climatic conditions and suitable food all go to
make up the I Am the perfect man.
The attitude
to take up to attract these
conditions must be the passive state.
In takmg no thought we become one with all things ..
I\s the Master said, "I and my father are
one." The keynote of our construction awakens
the latent energy of everything
that is in
unison, with that
vibration,
or in other
words, our thoughts make us what we are.
Everything is made by the wand. The uni· verse is moved and controlled
by thought.
By thinking we create either for good or evil.
Everything
that exists had its beginning in
thought,
First the thought then the manifest
action. According to psychology we are controlling and
being
controlled,
which is a
natural law. If we think health we attract
health; if we think success we attract success;
if we think disease and poverty the former
regenerates, and the latter degenerates.
Every thought we think and every word we
speak takes form and finds lodgement in its
t,-··-·t-IW- ..-I"-WM_"-..- ..-'''-'''_I __
own vibration;
to have civilization we must
cease, giving volume to our evil tendencies:
MRS. A. E. TABB
.Plant the seed of good; uplift your fellow
TEACHER OF PIANO
: nUl1I-Yolt are your brother's keeper.
'I
and the Dunning System of Improved
Tone Diagnosis
•
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Voice Culture In. Its True Form

i
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i
i
i

ROSE TOMARS
There are only two subjects which have
been widely discussed, and upon which innumerable volumes have been written
but
vhich still remain unsolved problems.
One
is "Love," the other "Voice Culture."
That
the former is, and will for the rest of the
world's existence remain unsolved is easy to
comprehend, as it is an emotion. differently
lclr and understood by each individual, but
vhy the latter being a positive science should
meet with such differences of opinion, remains
I puzzle.
I have read a great number of articles on
voice culture written by different
teachers
and singers, and have not found two that agree
with each other to any great extent.
More
often .they are utterly contradictory.
And
vet vorcc culture should be an established science as any other one, with permanent rules
and certain unquestionable ways and means of
obtaining the desired results.
Voice culture
should have a standard by which all teachers
:ould go, and a positive method which could
be proven the best and quickest in obtaining
results. How much misery and disappointment
wouId be spa red to the pu pi Is.
Every science in this world is progressing
through new inventions.
Improvrjrncnts
III
every field are daily met with.
In the last
fifty years how much has been discovered in
medicine, chemistry, in every other science and
in the arts.
There are new and improved
methods in painting, piano playing, musical
composition and in poetry today.
Voice culture alone has been at a standstill
with no improvements whatsoever in the last
fifty years. On the contrary, it seems to have
gone backwards, as we have had singers with
better technique and voice production in the
past. generation than today.
We have made
some strides in interpretation
and diction. but
none in voice production
and voice culture.
The singers of the old days. who had enormous
ranges, tone carrying power. are absolutely
lacking in this generation.
We have on the
contrary noticed many singers of today beginnine their careers with beautiful voices and
declining with each year.
What does this mean?
It means that voice
:ulture has not been established on a firm basis,
and has not been treated seriously by its exponents. They did not and do not take the
trouble of improving it for the benefit of fu:ure generations.
The reason is the general lack of high ideals,
the extreme commercialization
of the profession. Volumes are written daily on the subject, with the object of selling profitably,
equipped with most tempting titles for the
buyers. but of little benefit to the student. ;l<
n« conclusions can be drawn from them, and.
nothing positive established, which could be
.iscd as a standard.
Each book expresses different opinion and ideas: the more of them
the student reads the more he or she is conFused, and if one has any reasonable ideas
~:ven to him by an efficient teacher he loses
even these by reading the contradictory
ideas
.n the books.
In spite of all this, it remains true nevertheless that there is only ONE WAY of ripht
voice production.
and only one way of ob:aining it in the quickest possible time. Every
.apable teacher knows how a correct tone
rounds. So far so Rood. IIll'Y all know where
(hey want 10 arrive, but, each one lakes a dif'erent way in which to get ther-, there is the
rub. The teacher must know not only what
:orrect tone production is, but how to achieve
.t without any loss of time. Time is a very
.mportant factor in the instruction of a prosocctive singer.
It is a platitude that time is
money, and this is especially true for the singer,
vho must have youth and appearance to begin
lis or her career. Unfortunately
under varied
methods used today, which never have a time
limit, the students very often become old and
Iray by the time they are ready to make a

living by singing. If there existed a standard
method, there would be a time limit for preparation, as there is in any other profession.
It is as if a number of people from New
York want to reach Albany, but each one of
them takes a different road. One boards the
train going north straight to Albany and arrives there in six hours at the cost of ~.OO.
Another takes a longer trip by boat, another may go via Chicago, and still another
one even via San Francisco.
They all have
the same aim, and they all will arrive in AIbany some day, unless some one taking a
tnp around the world, gets lost somewhere in
the jungles, and never arrives.
So the voice
teacher, some purposely take the longest way,
and some do not know any other, only a
very few know the correct and shortest way.
How little time and money need be spent by
the one who knows the nght way and takes
the straight and shortest road and how much
time, money and energy is ~asted by those
who take all kinds of circling trips to arrive.
I am sure that most of our singing students
have limited means and limited time; why not
take them to their destination by the safest
and quickest way?
.
. There is no end to art which can always be
Improved upon and perfected, but there is a
limit for making one ready for obtaining an
engagement and earning his living.
I know
persons who after studying for fifteen years
ar~ unable to sing an aria or a song correctl/
WIth an accepted method, and a certain time
limit such a thing would be impossible. What
should that time limit be? A student with a
p;~C?dnatural material to begin with, must be
finished In three seasons.
Voice placement
must be accomplished is one season, and the
other ~wo years are for development
and
repertoi re study.
. Now ~s to the method itself, I have given
a life time of study to discover a method
which would be the surest and quickest to
obtain results, and some years ago came to
the conclusion that there is only one way,
which at the same time is the simplest way.
It IS the same method which is applied to the
playing of the piano and all other instruments.
Support and resonance are the only two factors in obtaining results in voice production,
as well as in the production of sound on any
other instruments,
whether by hand or by
breath.
The human voice is the most perfect
illustration of the suoport and resonance method. There is but one thing responsible for a
correct and beautiful tone; "resonance" which
is all and everything in singing. To obtain perfect resonance, to reach the so called resonating chambers, which I call plainly "using the
head tone," support is necessary which is, of
course, the breath.
The more natural and
steady the breathing, without any excessive
. inhaling, the better IS the resonance.
There is only one place of resonance, and
each tone beginning from the lowest until the
highest, has to reach that same point of placement to make the voice even and without the
. slightest sign of "register."
Correct tone production recognizes no such thing as "registers."
It creates one even voice, not two or three
voices divided into separate registers, nor does
it allow "chest resonance" as opposed to "head
resonance," there are chest tones, but they employ head resonance also-one voice, one resonnncc.
Leaning on the breath. the tone IIIII st rise
unobstructed
up to the resonating chambers.
Unobstructed which is of extreme imporlance
means the perfect relaxation of the larynx,
throat, jaw and lips.
The support
alone,
which is the breath, enabled the tone to strike
the resonating points which carry it forwards
to the listener.
No other help is needed, no
other muscle must work. Just the two ends are
in function:
the bottom (support)
and the
top (resonance).
It is the same method as
the weight and relaxation method of playing
(Continued on page 16)
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ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
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(Traviata)
"After the prolonged applause attendant upon her entrance
as "Violetta"
had subsided, the audience settled down
to watch the performance
with critical
deliberation.
Marie Greenwood
made
them forget that she was not Violetta,
which was the highest test of art. Her
voice, with its silvery clearness and farreaching qualities, never seemed sweeter or more effective, and she realizes
that the beauty of operatic
composition is not wholly in the music; that
the poetry of the words is the vehicle
through which the music is imparted,
and in her singing, with her clear and
musical enunciation,
she does justice to
the writer of the song no less than to
the composer of the music.

,

!
I
!

~
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~

Miss Greenwood is mistress of a superb voice. The impression created by
" her
imposing
presence
and clever
~ stage-craft
was overwhelming
and pro~ found.
Her impersonation
of the unhappy Violetta was decidedly the outstanding
feature of the performance.
It is doubtful if the aria, "Ah fors e
lui," could have been given a better
rendition, and it was greeted by a tremendous outburst of applause."!
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The Opera Season Opens'
By MARGUERITE

BARTHOLOMEW

Formerly the opening of the Metropolitan
In Germany Richard Strauss is revered as
and Clarence Whitehill gave his best efforts:
a musicai demigod and apparently
any work
to the role of Altair, a, suitor. Jane Carroll,
Opera was the gala event of New York's musemanating from his fecund pen is accepted
one of the season's
operatic debutantes, . ,
Ical season, The beau monde assembled punctiliously for the occasion
and the Golden
as a manifestation
of genius.
On this side
made her initial appearance
as Daoud, son '/
Horseshoe was resplendent
with the glitterof the Atlantic the glamour of his name was
of Altair, also in love with Helen. Four elves
no barrier to free and untrammeled
criticism.
and two slave girls complete
the dramatis
ing gems and costly gowns of the elite, The
opening production,
chosen for its decoraOpera has never been his forte and the genpersonnae.
Mr. Bodansky conducted
the dif- '/
eral consensus of opinion among local scribes
ficult score and held
command
over his.,.
tive appeal, was ever in keeping with the
rates "Egyptian
Helen" as inferior to "Saforces most competently',
The scenic et-".
social "pomp and circumstance."
lome," "Feuersnoth,"
or even "Rosen kavafects were spectacular
and the production
Last year it was Puccini's "Turandot"
of
lier." It seems strange that the composer of
staged with consummate
beauty and regard
lavish Oriental setting, magnificent
costumsuch superb orchestral scores as "Don Juan,"
for detail.
ing and colossal choruses
that ushered
in
"Death and Transfiguration,"
"The Alpine
A dress rehearsal was given behind closed
the Metropolitan's
forty-third season. But the
Symphony,"
"Till
Eulenspiegei's
Merry
doors at the Metropolitan
the Sunday before
old glamour and glitter were somehow missPranks," and "Thus Spake Zarathustra,"
and
the opening and nearly 300 invited guestsing. Most conspicuously'
in evidence
were
such rarely' beautiful art songs should perartists,
press representatives,
critics, vocal
opera devotees of another generation-imsist in a field so obviously unsuited to his
teachers and members of the Board of Dipressive dowagers
and courtly old gentlemode of expression and invention.
rectors listened in the Stygian gloom of the
men-stili
clinging to the popular vogue of
The new opera deals with the Egyptian
great auditorium.
Mme. Jeritza made known
their day and time.
Other times, other cussojourn of Helen of Troy', based on legends
the fact that she had just received a cable
tomsl Today the fashionable
world delays
from antiquity plus many elaborate amplifimessage from Dr. Strauss from his home at
its return to the city as late as possible and
the first night, of opera is no longer an inexcations from the pen of Mr. von HofmannGarrnisch, Bavaria.
It ran as follows: "Helen
orable behest.
sthal.
The opera has two long acts in which
was conceived and' completed
for you. For
Helen appears in the unfamiliar role of zealthe sixth of November my heartiest
wishes
Possibly a recognition
of that fact on the
ous spouse resorting to fair means and foul
and greetings."
.
part of the management
accounted
for the
in a determined attempt to win back the love
'In interesting
sequence
after the Strauss
selection of Montemezzi's
"L' Amore dei Tres
and confidence
of. her husband,
M.enelaus.
novelty', there followed on Saturday
afterRe," ("The Love of Three Kings") as the
There is a sorceress,
who supplies magical
noon, November 24th, the American prernvehicle for this year's opening. An opera of
potions and commands the elements ·to aid
lere of Ottorino
Respighi's
new opera, "La
real musical distinction
and dramatic intenher designs, and various complications
arise
Campana Sommersa,",
("The Sunken Bell").
sity, that tests to a degree the spiritual as
through
the jealousy
inspired
by Helen's
Respighi, one of the leading composers
of
well as the vocal and histrionic
powers of
suitors.
After winning her husband back
the modern italian School, is well known in
its principals.
again through the magic draught of forgetNew York for his brilliant orchestral
scores,
Rosa Ponselle, as the hapless Flora, was'
fulness, the same conquest is achieved more,
and choral, vocal and instrumental
works,
not as satisfying or convincing
as in other
honestly in the second act by the draught of
"The Pines of Rome" and "The Fountains of
roles of her extensive repertoire.
Her interremembrance.
Rome" are scores of great beauty, imaginapretation
lacked a certain subtlety and reThe vocal score, holds little of interest and
tive appeal and a facility of orchestration
that
finement of suggestion
that made it appear
real beauty'.
As in most modern operas it
achieves st rlking and sonorous effects,
studied rather than spontaneous.
Vocally,
takes the form of vocal narrative, occasionLike Strauss, he, too, selected a fantastic
however, she was in splendid form, her beaually bringing episodes of fleeting charm and
mythical subject for his libretto, "The Sunktiful voice seemed richer, if possible, and
an interesting
orchestral
background.
On
en Bell," a lyric drama of involved symbolism
more mellow after a summer's
rest and rethe whole it seems dull and uninspired.,
by the late German author, Gerhart, Hauptcuperation,
Mme. Jeritza, as the fair and famous Helen; ,t,: mann. Superficially'
considered,
it presents
Mr. Martinelli,
as Avito,
sang as usual
is ravishing to the eye if' not thoroughly
sat- . grateful material for a theatrical fantasy and
with
Impassioned
ardor,
but the rugged
isfying to the ear. Of the supporting
cast
unlimited
opportunity
for effective musical
grandeur of the old blind King,
admirably
Rudolf Laubenthal sings most creditably the
setting.
The stage version
was given in
portrayed
by' Ezio Pinza, was the high light
. part of Menelaus, Editha Fleischer does some
New York years ago at Conried's Irving Plllce,
of an arresting
performance.
excellent work as the sorceress, ~ithra; also
Theatre with Agnes Sarma.
,
'
Attendant upon the occasion was the picMarlon Telva, as the Omniscient
Sea Shell
,(Continued
in next issue) ,
turesque confusion and bustle of a first night
with its endless procession of taxis and limousines depositing
their gaily garbed occupants under the brilliantly
lighted
portes
',""
cocheres, to the flagrant detonations of flashlight exposures set off by a battery of camera
men; standees to the limit of the law Inside, and the pleasurable thrill of the lights
flashing on in the first intermission
revealing tiers of boxes that had filled with fashionable late comers during the first act, the
dazzling phalanx of white shirt fronts in the
Opera Club section, an imp ressive display of
sumptuous
furs and evening wraps-rather
'
than gowns-on
the foy'ers, and mingling
Jovially with the throng, the perennial presence of William Guard, Mr. Gattl-Casazza's
',f
redoubtable
buffer and charge d'affaires In
"
ceremonial top hat and nosegay In his coat
lapel.
Following the exhilarating
first night of
Suite 438-440-442
opera, came as second spectacular event, the
American premiere of "Egyptian Helen" by
Richard Strauss, libretto by Hugo van Hofrnannsthal.
It was given as a special performance the night of the Presidential
election.
Not since ReInhardt's
"Miracle"
or
Marlon Talley's debut, has a coming attraction been heralded
with more flamboyant
publicity or awaited with such high hopes
and expectations.
In Germany the rival opera
JOSEPH
W. HADEN, Secretary
PHONE
6-5110
houses of Dresden and Vienna shared in the
honor of Its Initial performance.
Elizabeth
Rethberg sang the title role at the Dresden
MEMPHIS, TENN.
opening,
June 6th,
and Maria
Jeritza In
Vienna on June t t tho The latter production
was directed by t.~e composer himself.
h

JEAN JOHNSON
..

Voice Studios
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CORRECT?

Another question which often troubles the
mind of the piano student is: "What is the correct way to practice, with the fingers high
or right close to the keys?"-"ly
simple answc,r is "Both ways arc perfectly correct."
1 here are only two manners about how to
use the fingers in practicing
the piano. The
so-called "non-legato", or raised finger action,
;llll! the "close" touch.
The nun-legato should

"t,

IIC

c.rn play rapidly, and

also

Ihe melodies' and lyric passages of a more poet i- .

cal composition.
In order that the melody of a piece is played correctly, one should first, of course close
"the. fingers to' the keys, use arm weight. and
fi.nger pressure, and this combined with a relaxed wrist
will produce
a b'eautiful' tone
quality which people insist in calling "singing
tone",
This singing tone can never be successfully acquired unless one thoroughly un-

derstandsths.above,

x:

1

.'

.'

For briUiancyand.
.clean-cut playing, high
" finger ·action ·is earnestly advised while practic·-ing slowly, .. In-actual fast playing the fingers
l'1et:ome' naturally closer to' the kevs.
I',
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A' thoroughly equipped and modern school of voice building and piano playing.
endorsed' and recommendedby
Louis Graveure, Josef Hoffman, Alex Lambert,
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''WHAT WE OWE TO BACH"
. 'Students,
purely
as a conventional
habit,
'must hate Bach. Why? . Just because they
· have heard others say' so.
This has been our
'farrtiliar . problem for' generations back, especi'ally in this country ... I have 'often tried to
" 'find 'out what it is that the pupil detests' in
the music of the great Eisenach genius, and
"the only reasons I can see is that first of all.
·'.-the pupil (in a state of perfect ignorance) has
+_._ ..
-._..
- •.
- ..
- ..
- ..
- ..
- ..
-._..
-.+
"'not 'reached the training in order to appreciate
the wonderful construction, as well as beauties
••1
Greetings, Tri-State Musical Journal
· in the Bach coni positions.
And second, Bach
music is very difficult to play, and our human
..instinct is to detest anything that is hard for us
".,to accomplish.
M
hi
emp IS
.• .If the students 'could only-realize
the won- ;
, ·derful Help one derives from Bach music, they
_.+
· would ,be tnor~ eager to study it.. Technically·
·there is inothing 1I1 the, plano literature that
can help half as much.
The polyphonic
,'.
.
.
structure of his music (mostly his Inventions
and Fugues) will always give a tremendous
,
,
., opportunity for a quick and reliable acquisition
of perfect independence of fingers and hands.
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--------o~------"STICK TO YOUR TEACHER"
There is only one more point (as a matter 'of
fact, more important)
I like to speak about:
the tendency some pupils have to change teachers .'.
. If the student is talented enough in
music, he should also possess common sense and
intelligence, and realize that his teacher is
doing his very best for his musical as well as
his mental development., Therefore, the pupil
should remain faithful. to his teacher, and stick
to him.
Some students have the complex of
running from one teacher to another, only to
find out after some time that they have accomplished practically
nothing.
When the
student is forced to move from one city to
another, that is. an entirely different question.
nut to go to another teacher
just for a
"change", denotes lack of faith on the part
of the pupil.
Of course' there are many
reasons, and some times quite justified, t~ force
the student to change teachers, but if the
pupil is confident of his teacher's sincere help,
he should remain with him until such time
comes when the pupil can easily work things
out by himself. and develop his own individuality and taste,
And even so, it is advisable to play for his teacher from time to time,
in order-to get his frank opinion and valuable
criticism about his work,
..
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.The Quality of
A Metropolis
Memphis, metropolis of the Mid-South! Or
is it? Can a city, no matter how large it is,
be considered a metropolis if it, by its nature,
discriminates
for one field of endeavor and
against another which is quite as justifiable?
Memphis can be a cotton metropolis.
So it
is. And it is a timber metropolis.
And a
banking metropolis.
But is it an unqualified
metropolis?
Does it offer to those who are
seeking centers of this and that all the privileges and opportunities
a metropolis should
offer?
It does not. Memphis is no artistic metropolis. Indecd, to be coldly frank, let us say that
. Memphis holds out no incentive to the artist.
It is a materialistic city, concerned wholly with
getting and spending,
A worldly town, interested in the arts only for the purposes of
.display. There is the Beethoven Club, for ex"arnple, which has been making a valiant fight
to inculcate into the mind and. soul of hard
'Memphis a faculty for understanding
~nd ap" preciation of music.
'
Mrs. j. F. Hill knows better than most pea'pie know, how difficult a struggle it is to stir
', the moods of Memphis,
But, for a decade the
Beethoven Club, under her capable guidance,
has striven courageously
and with fine optimism, so that at last Memphis has been softened and it may be that the beginning of a
general appreciation of music is about to be
.made in Memphis.
It is high time. Memphis has had notable
artists here for short times who would have
remained here, brightening
the drabbery of
life for Memphians had it been economically
possible for them to make this their dwelling
place,
But Memphis has been unwilling to
support resident artists.
She has demanded
that they be practical-that
they teach in order
to justify themselves, not realizing that the
artist justifies himself by his art.
Fritz Metz was one of the best of Memphis
artists.
He was a master of the cello, perhaps

one of the greatest cellists in the Uni ted States.
By natural gift, aptitude and education, he
was fit for any metropolis.
But he was not
appreciated
here.
His gifts were not recognized as justification
for him. Memphis did
. not support him. He taught, but he should
not have been required to teach,
He should
have had no demands upon him that. he be
other than an artist.· And so, since Memphis
demanded the sweat of his brow, he went to
another "metropolis," and there he will doubtless be recognized as an artist and there art
will be accepted as autonomous.
Others, individual artists, have found Memphis difficult.
They have not been given the
generous accolade by the busy citizens of this
great city. They have been required to hie
salesmen, teachers, fishermen or ditch diggers
in order to gain recognition as worthies in, a
dollar-bounded
land.
Not only individuals but also organizations,
banded together to make an impression, have
found the climb too steep. The Apollo Club
was forced to give up its ideal of concerts for,
the public because the public would not support it. The Memphis Symphony Orchestra,
under the gifted direction of joseph Henkel,
should have been given aid by the very Chamber of Commerce, instead of which it was
starved to death by a public which makes
prize fight and wrestling promoters wealthy.
What manner of metropolis is this?
It is not too late for Memphis to redeem
herself.
Not too late for -Mernphis to become a real metropolis.
The idea of the
Memphis Symphony Orchestra is still alive,
although the old orchestra is in the limbo.
joseph Henkel is still available as director.
The Memphis Federation of Musicians, ever
willing to make sacrifices for the sake of the
ideal, is still ready to give all possible aid to
the project of a real symphony
orchestra.
And there are capable musicians enough to
make up a body comparing favorably with
other civic symphony orchestras,
The Memphis Power & Light Co. and other
business houses gave admirable support to the
old Symphony Orchestra and to all other musical enterprises,
But the public did not. Cut
prices had small effect.
The Memphis public preferred to go to fights, wrestling matches,
movies or' to stay at home' and hear their radios. But radio, more widely used now than
in the day of the old Memphis Symphony Orchestra, would be additional justification
for
reorganizing the orchestra and giving it solid
support.
For, by use of the radio broadcasting stations, a Memphis Symphony Orchestra
could give to Memphis a quality of advertising which no other instrument or agent could
give. Such a quality of advertising that people of other cities, listening in, wiII say:
"Memphis
must be a real metropolis,
to
have such a symphony orchestra,"
It can be done, and it should be done.
-:---~o
•...
---

HELP! HELP! HELP!
Music lovers of Memphis have an opportunity this season which, they should not overlook. . If they do overlook this opportunity
they convict themselves of being insincere and
faithless lovers of music. For the Beethoven
Club btings to Memphis the greatest pianists

in the world, and for music lovers to fail to
hear them would be the height of inconstancy.
0, faithless lovers!
Piano students should hear Gieseking and
Levitzky, Gieseking on Feb. 23 and Levitzky
on March 16. To hear them would mean a
high spot in a career of musical education
Piano teachers, too, should hear Gieseking
and Levitsky.
It is a moral obligation of
every piano teacher not only to, go himself
or herself, but to direct his or her pupils to
attend as a part of their courses.
o
"Music

hath

charms

breast."

Shakespeare

be true.

Therefore,

to soothe
said that,
if any

the savage
and

it must

of your

friends

have savage breasts advise them to be present
at the next

musical

by the Beethoven

entertainment

sponsored

j'"
'\"'.

"
'.'

.~j

Club.
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Immortality of Atainment
By NED COURTNEY
To achieve art oneself; to be able to impart that art to others, so that one's personality, in this measure lives after onethis to the mind of the writer is the most
certain and tangible immortality attainable on
this planet.
A,ll great teachers have brought to themselves this promise of living on and on, and
have no doubt received great satisfaction
to
the soul in its contemplation.
Equally inspiring
without
doubt
Is the
passing on of this flame of art by the pupil
who receiving the teacher's torch of culture
carries it forward.
How well a rounded life must it not be
for one to have achieved things musically
and then, in turn to be able to impart the
ability to achieve to others 1
The life and work of Marie Greenwood
Worden has been and is' such a life.
Mrs. Worden was born in Macon, Georgia
but Memphis has been her home from an
early a:;e.
When a mere child her parents
discovered she had a fine voice, and she was
sent to New York and put under the tutelage
of Mme. Luisa Cappiani, one of the foremost
teachers of the world.
Later she was placed
under Murio-Celli,
with whom she studied
oratorio.
After this she was under
the
training of Max Maretzek, being coached by
him in such roles as Marguerite
in "Faust";
Lenora in "Trovatore";
Lucia in "Lucia," etc.
She joined the Emma Abbott Grand Opera
Company,
remaining
with them two years.
Was prima donna of the Grau English Opera
Co., Bennett & Moulton Co., Boston Lyric
Opera Co., etc.
She organized her own Grand Opera Company, touring
successfully
for several seasons, and was the recipient of much flattering attention.
Mrs. Worden
has a repertoire of forty-five operas.
Tiring of public life, she married and returned to her home city, since then devoting
her talents to teaching.
She has many prominent singers, both professional
and local, to
her credit, and is continuing
to add to her
long list.
.
Many teachers have gone forth from the
studio of Marie Greenwood Worden to spread
the gospel of the best attainments
in music
in the surrounding
states as well as in Memphis, and many artists who have caught their
first inspiration from her have achieved fame
on concert and operatic
stage.
Among the best known in Memphis are:
Mrs. Charles Watson, Mrs. Clyde Parke, Mrs.
Garner Strickland, Mrs. Jack Davis, Mrs. E. J.
Logue, Blanche Vogel Wilson, Virginia Alexander,
Louise Barnes,
SteIla Bobo MlIIer,
Mary Miller, Mrs. Claude Gilbert and many
others.
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The Theatre Guild
of New York

,
(

I

I
I
I
I

Presents

AUSPICES

THE THEATRE I
. GUILD

OF THE

I

IN FOUR BROADWAY sueCESSES, WITH NEW YORK
CASTS AND DIRECTORS

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31

Daughter
I

The Doctor's Dilemma
SATURDAY

MATINEE

John Ferguson
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2

, Concert Hall Auditorium
Prices: Night-$2.50, $2.00, $1.50,
$1.00 and 75c.
Matinee-$1.50,
$1.25, $1.00, 75c
and 25c
Season Three Night Performances
Non-Members---$6.oo, $5.00, $3.50
and $2.50
Membership---$4.00, $3.25,
and $1.25

AT MUNICIPAL

I

The Second Man

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

II

I

Repertory Company

Ned McCobb's

I

BEETHOVEN
CLUB

$2.50

Reservations by Mail to
MEMPHIS LITTLE THEATRE,
Guild Plays, 245 Madison Ave.
Check should accompany reservation
Box Office Sale Opens Jan. 26
THREE MUSKETEERS BOOK
SHOP
Peabody Hotel Bldg.

Memphis Little Theatre Attraction

......- ..-,.-,-----.-,.-,.- .•.........
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MISS HAZEL HIXON, LYRIC SOPRANO
Who gave a recital in the Jean Johnson
Studios last Wednesday
afternoon,
January
23rd, as a farewell to her co-students and a
limited number of intimate friends, before her
departure for an extended tour in Europe and
the Near East.
On Wednesday
afternoon,
January
23rd,
Miss Jean Johnson presented Miss Hazel Hixon in an intimate song recital in her studios
at the Hotel Gayoso.
In the singing of her first group, made up
of Early Italian arias, Miss Hixon demonstrated to full advantage
the clearness and
purity of her voice, especially in its upper
register.
With exquisite delicacy and sympathy, she sang a group of Schumann lieder, her
interpretation
reaching a high pitch in the
beautiful and soulful "Twas in the' Lovely
Month of May" and "Where'er My Tears Are
Falling."
Her rendition of Musetta's Waltz
Song from Puccini's "La Boheme," was pleasing in the extreme; and she showed a refined
comprehension
of beauty in her two French
songs: Reynaldo Hahn's "Si Mes Vers Avaient
des Ailes" and the "Eclogue" of Leo Delibes.
Miss Hixon concluded her program with the
familiar "Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal" by
Roger Quilter, and three other English songs:
Elinor Remick Warren's "The Touch of the
Spring," Dwight Fiske's "The Bird" and the
tuneful "Who'll Buy My Lavender?" of Edward German.
Miss Hixon is leaving Memphis and the
United States for an extended tour of Eu rope
and the Near East on Sunday, January 27th,
in company with her mother, Mrs. Frank Hixon of Turrell, Ark., and Miss Virginia St.·
John of this city. Miss Hixon will sail from
New York on the Cunard liner Transylvania
on January
30th.
She will return on the
'Cunarder
Cythia from Liverpool on April 6,
visiting during this interval such interesting
and fascinating sports as Maderia Islands, the
Canary Islands, Morocco City, Fez, and Cairo,
where she and her party will stay at the famous Shepard's Hotel for ten days.
From
Cairo, side trips will be taken up the Nile to
the great Pyramids and the Sphinx, and various other spots of interest in that vicinity.
Jerusalem,
Aleppo, Angora, the new capital
of the Ottoman Empire, Constantinople, at one
time the turning point of the world, Athens,
Rome, and Pompeii are all on the itinerary
of Miss Hixon, as well as Gibraltar and Seville in Spain, Villefranche, Bordeaux and the
immortal Paris in France.
Miss Hixon and her companions will have
the unique pleasure of flving from Paris to
London and thence to Liverpool to embark
once again for home.
Miss Hixon, bidding
friends good-bye, said she expected to be back
in Memphis to continue her vocal studies with
Miss Johnson by the middle of April. ' Bon
voyage! .
.

I

!.

AUDITORIUM·
THURSDAY,

FEB.

14-

GIGLI
Famous

Tenor

TUESDA Y, FEB. 26

ELISABETH
RETHBERG
Soprano

MARCH

25

.St, Louis Symphony

, t .

Orchestra
Special Matinee

for Children

Afternoon and Night

Concert Course of $5
Is offered for newcomers to the city
and those living out of town

o

FEBRUARY

23

GIESEKING
Pianist

Goodwyn Institute

I

Single Tickets $2.00
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The Hindu Woman and the Karnatic Stage
By MADAME
Thanking
the
Secretary
of the
Central
College Dramatic Society' for the honor done
to me, I lay down before you, my reasons
for consenting
to speak on this subject
this
evening.
It would be impudent
on my part
to sup pose I can gi ve som e new ideas on the
subject.
My attempt,
sincere
as it is, is directed towards
only restoring
the dramatic
Art to its place of honour.
My voice, however inarticulate
it may' be, will surely enlist
the support
and sympathy
of you all. It is
the great 10vL I bear for the subject
that
has induced
me to talk about it whenever
opportunities
occur.
The second reason
is
that my uncle the late Mr. Varadachar
had
the elevation
of the stage as his dear mission in life. Often he used to unlock
his
heart and pour down his ambitious
aspirations and ideals of the new Indian stage that
might come into existence
out of his own
untiring
efforts. I promised
my whole-hearted support
to further
his work in spite of
many an impediment
on the way. I thought
this was the best opportunity
to appeal to
the student
population
who are the strength
of the Indian Nation and all the sap of the
·future.
It is in you to feel the unknown
forces
within
you awaiting
you flowering
time of your latent powers
to burst forth
like a sudden
spring.
My sentiments
therefore would
surely
find an echo ill your
·hearts,
We have come to a stage of judgment when
it Is necessary
for us not to be contented
with the
superficialities
of low
idealism
which is nothing
but
"sunless
phantom
Ideas"
for fear of disturbing
the seeming
tranquility
of the Society.
We
are
conscious of the faults and dangers of the easylI:oing, purposeless
life of the majority'
of
the Indians at the present
time.
It is our
loyalty and love which demand nothing
but
truth at any cost.
Freedom
of thought
and action
are essential for the healthy
growth
of any nation. A large sou 1, nay a free soul must be
ours if we attempt
to contribute
our little
share in the nation-building
wor k. Especially
for the youthful
spirits to bloom an atmosphere of freedom
is necessary.
In Dr. Cousin's words
"Youth
diverted
will become
youth
perverted.
but youth
made free In
the freedom of love and wisdom shared with
their elders will let loose fire and regeneration in the world and burn away much of
the dross in literature
and the Arts, in social organization,
in r elig io n that
crabbed
ag edness has allowed to accum ulate in what
·should
have been the Kingdom
of youth;"
In the realm of youth which would be India's if you strongly
will it so, precious
freedom of the soul would endow the land with
great powers
of creation
in all aspects
of
life, Such freedom
must be given to man
and woman on equal terms. Then our need
for the birth of a new Art will be satisfied.
As we are situated
today the ghosts
of
'conventions
haunt our peaceful
and joyous
moments.
The tyranny
of the Society' is so
great that it has made existence
purposeless,
its morality
is without
greatness,
without
largeness
and without beauty. We are frozen
by the mist of convention
ties.
As Ibsen
puts it in an "Enemy of Society" the life at
present
is full of lies. "There
is So much
• falsehood
both at home and at school.
At
home one must not speak, and at school we
have to stand and there tell lies to the children,"
Men have not free souls, but what
they have is license.
Freedom
is never inJurious to the growth of the immense powers
of the mind. But license destroys
them at
the very roots, It is no exaggeration
to say
that woman has been made to have no purpose In life. Womanhood
is turned
into a
mere childbearing
machinery,
and she has

KANAKALAKSIIMI

no place in the god-Riven world with all its
varied activities.
The glorious
impossibilities
of womanhood
are
sadly
destroyed.
Her
natural
impulses,
rich emotion,
powers
of
endurance
and self-sacrifice
have no par! to
play in the building
up of nation.
If ernetions are starved for want of expression
-'the
children begotten of them will be lifeless,' infirm and weak-souled.
Mr. Bertrand
Russel
well puts it (Edu cation)
w hen he says (hat
the mothers
are responsible
for the cowardiceness
of the children.
"But. the sons of
the men have acquired
the "terrors from their
mothers
and have had to be afterwards
trained to regain a courage which they need never
have lost if their fathers had not 'desired to
despise their mothers.
The harm
that has
been done by the subjection
of women is
incalculable."
She much dissipate
her physlcal energy
whether
she will or not. How
many women in India die in child-birth,
and
how many are: made infirm for life, and how
~a.ny infants die every year <?wi~~ to insufficient growth? Is It not a,n unJ~stlflable
waste
of human energy and which might have contributed
towards
creating
an atmosphere
of.:

can.
Religion
did not discord, Art. Drama,
song and poetry are her handmaids.
Religion
. without
poetry
would never be able to c~r. ry a human bel rig on its wings into a hap'pier
beyond,
Drama which combines
sentimenrs. poetry of language and the appeal.of
music is the oldest tor m of Art. The f u nct io n at Drama
as a potent
instrument
for
.j n t el le cj u al and 1npql
culture
cannot • .be \g_
nored.
The well hein g of a nat ion demands.
a
. higher
culture
and diffusion
of knowle dg e
,atl1oJl~
the masses.
Eve n : higher
education
. is not
accessible
to all, but
instruction
through
Drama can. be otfe redto
the. starved
. souls.'
The h u m a n IniJid is' full- of' varied
. mind-currents,
produced
by the reaction
of
the environment.
The Psycho-Physical
parallelism
~uggested
through
Drama
is of
vital 'importance
for the development
of the
'power
of imagination
in human he ing s. Pu r ified imagination
and emotion'
are the two
. things which help the human mind to enter
the

spiritual

world

of

medita tion.

"What-

..

,

,
"

j
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-ever they may be bad or vd ar.k ' in human na"
·ture must be destroyed
and bliss must be
installed."
"Destruction
of evil is only' dis-,!
happiness
in the
country?
The
highest
'.placement
of it by the substitution
of some.:..
ideals o~ woma.n is to. have cosy', comfortable,
'. thiru: good."
Drama, with all its possibilities,
:,,~
con.ventJOna!
life w~lch helps to produ.c~ a 'is the only institution
which could be. u ni- ,.,.
chain of ch.d~~en wlth?ut. her ever re~lizlng
.versal
in its appeal,
In India the a.l:cients
the responsibility
of hr ing in g them, up In the
gave the Drama a high place in life.
I he dl'.'
proper
way. Obedence
to the Will of the . vine search after the eternal truth of Anand a
husband, to be an instrument
of his pleasures
.' was the keynote of the song of the ancients.
is the mark of respe~tability,
,!,he woman is ,They
set it as their ideal to comprehend
a doll to be played With, and discarded
when
the laws in which are manifest the Rlory and
there is no more sweetness
to be extracted
. wisdom of the Maker. The more laws a h u(\
from her. If such be the state of woman it . man being masters
nearer does he approach
'\.
Is a sad p lig ht for the growth
of th.e. na-'
the Infinite
by realizing
the Divine power
tion, Without mothers who have the spiritual
.J that
is latent within himself but which awaits
courage of Savitri to defeat the purpose
of
only awakening.
God is the Embodiment
of
the very God of Death, whose flame of love
all Laws. To know God is to know all. The
threateningly
could burn the
approaching
world is a play or Leela of' that eternal
law
..i
evil, and whose intellect
like Lilavati's
dare
in all different
planes.
The expression
of
to sit in judgment
over her husband
our
such a Leela on the stage is Drama, In the _.'
beloved land will not become
strong
again.
;.words of a great
Yogi "Drama
is the at._
The glorious
Aryan Culture
with its ideal
..tempt to express
eternal
laws as written
in
"
of Hindu (Self-Sacrifice)
will be buried dead
the unknown
life and language
of the past
in the ancient
tomb of time. Brothers,
it ':in the Ianguag e of the present
in forms."
rests with you to save the land from dest ruc.Eve ry man or woman must play his or her
tion and kindle the flame of freedom through. part in this life as he and she would on the
out the land. Let India become again a self- -'stage. .But this is not -in any way to be
respecting
nation. High souled men and wo- :'confused
with the .lac q uean sentiment.
'It
men must create such an atmosphere
now and
only means that a human being is likely to
put freshness
of youth
into the country's
"mer ge himself
or herself in this litt le span
tired veins. Joy of living is the secret
of -of life being oblivious
of the real self.
The
perpetual
youth.
A time has come for the
.end of life as has already been pointed
out
birth of a new nation
pulsating
with holy
"is eternal
bliss, Every struggle
of the hudesires of creation.
Let woman save herself
man being : is to attain
happiness
however
; ,I
from the deadliness
of custom, have a free
.t r ivial it may be. But the real transcendental
~~
soul, and a 'right to live a life of her own . happiness
is not attained
at one stroke since
choice, then a stronger
and more powerful
"t he way does 1I0t lie ill that direction.
Man
nation will surely come into existence.
Let . or woman realizes that this is not what his
woman
also be free to transform
all her
or her soul demanded
but something
beyon'd.
physical energy into spiritual
power through
'A' human being therefore
whose intellect ·is '
inhibition,
her Bramhacharya
also will per. clarified by emotion will try to transcend
the
meate the world with fr ag r an ce of peace and
desire
for temporary
happiness
and search
bliss. She will also be a flower of beauty' on
after the real joy. This is the meaning and
the human tree.
significance
of the word "Naithi"
of the .1,11Unless both men and women
are really
dian Yogis. whose souls are possessed
hy' Imfree, Art as such will not flourish
in our
. mortal Ion Rings.
Drama gives scope for an
country.
It may be easier for men to realize
. actor or actress
to realize this ~reat truth
freedom since the Society have bestowed
on
.be cau se he or she is always conscious
of the
them all that they' require,
But for women
. part he is playing' and is aware of his' real
it is an uphill work to regain their lost soul.
-self as well. The stage
is the world in: a
She should
not forget
that she is also a . miniature.
Great
responsibility
rests With
spiritual
being in whose soul the reflection
the actor
or actress
for it is his ~H her
of God can be seen and ill her is born the
. sacred
duty that by his or her act ing he
impulse
of the Godlike
joy of creation
of
'and she has to awaken the people who have
beauty in Art.
lost themselves
in the pleasu~e~ of the sells~s
Rousseau
would say art is born of luxury
'by revealing
before them a visron of the sf ill
and it weakens
the Nation. But for me all .happier
beyond.
He is the greater actor who
true Art is a purifier
of emotion,
A truly
is gifted with wonderful
capacity of switchbeautiful
picture
would thrill us· and would
in g his emotion
from one to another.
Acttake us out of ourselves
and Ij.ft us into
ing is not mere imitation
with meanlngless
a spiritual
world of ioy.
A song of a poem
gestures
but. it is reaction
to the emotion
has got a rare charm of arousing
our hidden
aroused by the sit uatlon, language and music.
emotions
as no other religion or philosophy",.,
(Continued on next page)
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Art is not acting
the word
but,
'c:feting
to' the' emotion
of it."
Therefore
he actor
needs
powerful
imag ination
puri'ie d emotion
and a keen intellect
fa see life
n its true' perspective
and depict
it in its
.omplcteness.
Actin!; is a Yoga. in, itself, since
~'"
he' power
of meditation
so essential
for a'
ite of intuition
and inhibition
must
be the
~
lefors'
A soul
god-illumined
and
g od-in~,
.oxicat'cd
will be theirs,
For the moment
~eing the actor
has to live the part he or
~ I
.hc is acting.
To the actor Art is as: necessary
IS genius.
The Actor
or the Actress
has to
let his or her ideas
to grow
widening
to
III the points
of intellectual
compass
by his
critic and admirer.
It is said that when Henry
Irving acted Hamlet
that he (crit ic ) sat "all
the evening
in a positive
quiver
of intellectual delight.
His conception
and impersonation of the part was so subtle
and complete
and
masterly
that
it seemed
to me that
power
at acting
could
not go further
that
it had reached
the 'limit of human
power."
Tennyson
once' said 'to Irving
after witnessj
ing Richard
III "Where
did you
get that
Plant azan et Look."
When Irving was prepar~
ing himself
for acting
Romeo
"He had followed Romeo through
all his stages
both of
character'
and of emotion.
He seemed
to have
not only the theory
of acting
and pose and
inflection
of voice proper
for every moment
of his appearance,
but also that the habit of
doing it which is the very' strong
hold of an
actor's
Art."
The words
"Thou
can'st
not
teach
me' to Ior g et," he took to strike
the'
key note
of the play.
His critic
made- a'
note
of it in his Diary
that
"Irving
much .
touched,
by tragedy
of last act and in speaking the words
he wept."
I quote
the above
~
examples
to show that acting
is a noble' art
i
which required
a genius
and a fruitful
brain
full of the
power
of
concentration
and
jmagtnatlon.
It goes
without
saying
that
every man or woman
is not made for ' going
on the stage.
Men and women
with education
culture
and
dignity
of soul
can' do
justice
to the parts' they act.
It will not be out of place to put before
you
the description
and
interpretation
of
two or more
India: heroines.
Sakuntala
is,
born of Viswamitra
and Menaka:
Menaka
has'
broken
the Tapas
of the' king saint
whom'
the very
gods
feared.
Sakuntala
is the
daughter
of such
a father.
She is brought
up by the' great saint Kanva in a hermitage'
where
nature
showers'
her bounty
in all her.
beautv.
Sakunrnla
is fed on the life-giving'
lap of nature
full of innate
simplicity
and
innocence
combined
with
grandeur
of
a
love-bestowing
heart.
Nature
awakens
in her
a torrent
of love at the sight of Dushyanta.·
in her first bloorm of youth
which she offers
at the feet of the Lord of her heart.
Her
first
love which
is not free from
passion
needs
purification
through
sorrow
and penance if it is to be divine at all.
The desertion
of Sakuntala
by the worldly
king
is
an insult
to womanhood
itself.
The sudden
change
from
the pure
atmosphere
of the "
hermitage
to the luxury-loving
shallow-hearted court
aets as a' great shock
to tlie guileless Sakunr ala.
In the last act we see her
as the mother
of Bharata
only' the lustre
of
Tapasya
shining
round
her. The fire of pas-:
sion has spent
itself there
remains
only the
deep
love for sushyanta.
Sakuntala
elated
in motherhood
with
the jov of forgiveness
is the glory of womanhood.
Is it possible
for
any man although
gifted with imagination
to
act the part of Sakuntala?
Or is' it possible
for any' uncultured
woman
to have the role
of Sakuntala
on her?
Secondly
we have in
our Sanskrit
Literature
Queen
Vasavadatta
who
although
insulted
by the
unfaithfulness' of the
KinR is full of womanly
forgiveness,
for him. How she attempts
to forgive the king again and again and longs for
the blissful
moments
of reconciliation
by the
king. becomes'
a worse
culprit
and gives, her
no such opportunity.
When the real identity
(Continued
in next issue)
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Dear Friend:
We are pleased to announce that we have establis bed affiliations with the following well known instructors:
MR.

VAL F. AVANZIE
Wind Instruments

MR. JAMES AUGUSTINE
Saxophone, Reeds
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",
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Voice
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MR.
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Drums
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Mrs. Roscoe Clark sang recently
for the
Men's Bible Class of the Linwood
Presbyterian Church of Kansas City and was enthusiastically received by the 600 men composing
the class. She also sang for the Rotary Club
of Jackson, Tenn., on December 5. Mrs. Clark
is soprano soloist of Linden Avenue Christian
Chu rch and is f rom the studio
of Marie
Greenwood
Worden.

On December 21 the pupils in the studio of
Mme. Tumanskaya
had a Christmas
tree and.
a surprise
party for Madam.
She received
many beautiful
gifts from her pupils.
The
tree was decorated beautifully
and it all proved
to be a very delightful
surprise.
As Madam
Tumanskaya
entered,
the pupils sang "Holy
Night."
Everyone had a very enjoyable
time.
December
12 the Opera Club had a meeting
honoring Dr, and Mrs. Hill. A very delighto
ful program
was rendered
by the following
Ruth Storey, contralto,
made a marked impupils of the Tumanskaya
studio:
Mr. Beltz,
pression on the audience at the Sunday afterMary Edith Harrison.
Kathlyn
Deen, Rosanoon concert at the Peabody
December
16th
lyn Foy, and Mrs. Fuller.
Following the proby her beautiful
voice and professional
mangram a Christmas
party was held and later
ner of singing.
She is a pupil of Mrs. Worden.
refreshments
were served.
December 23 the choir of the La Belle Bapo
tist Church gave a Cantata, "Prince of Peace."
Catherine
Griffin sang twice Christmas
aftThe choir is directed
by Mr. Will Blaylock,
ernoon, once at St. Joseph's Hospital and once
pupil of Madam Tumanskaya.
Soloists of the
at the Christmas
celebration
at St. Peter's Orchoir are Mrs. Curry and Hattiegreene
Rose,
phanage, giving much pleasure with her clear
also pupils of the Tumanskaya
studio.
sweet soprano.
She is from the Worden stuDecember
II Mrs. Way mer and Mrs. Lamb
dios.
were soloists on the Beethoven
Program. Very
o
beautiful
selections
were offered,
including
Zelma Lee, Mrs. L. R. Hawley; Mrs. Julian
Schubert's
Serenade.
Mrs. Nelson also sang
Phelan and Wilson Mount, all from the studios
on a Sunday afternoon
concert and was very
of Marie Greenwood
Worden, were selected to
highly complimented
by all the teachers and
Rive the vocal part of the radio program over . artists
present.
In the middle of January,
WMC December
22nd.
It was the monthly
third Sunday, the Opera Club will present an
radio concert sponsored by the Beethoven Clu b.
opera at the Elks Club for the members.
--0---.

---0---

Mrs. J. W. Burton f.;ave a Christmas
program for the Boosters Class of the Second
Presbyterian
Church,
Sunday
morning,
December 23rd.
Her' lovely soprano
voice always gives great pleasure.
She is a pupil of
Marie Greenwood
Worden.

ROTHSCHILD
SISTERS
Were featured
at Loew's State during the
Christmas
week.
Act proved very successful
and was well received.
Pupils were featured
on a number of New Year's programs
as well
. as Christmas
entertainments.
The
Misses
Rothschild
have been out of the city filling
o
an engagement
but are expected to return imMrs. J. W. Waddy,.Wilson
Mount and Mrs,'
mediately.
J. W. Burton gave a lovely Christmas
proo
gram at the Mary Galloway home December
21 st. giving much pleasure to their audience ..
Miss Susie T. Booker wishes to announce
They are from the Worden studios.
that the recital presenting
Master Bobby Robo
Mrs. Julian Phelan, from the studio of Marie
Greenwood
Worden,
has been greatly in demand for pro trams and weddings, her charm
in'l personality
and lovely voice winning new
friends at each appearance.
o
Julia Lehman gave a delightful
solo for the'
class at First Baptist Church December
16th ..
She is from the Worden studios.
-----jOf-----

The younger students of the Sarah Wright
School of Speech, together
with pupils from
the violin classes of Julia Ann Skillern gave
a very charming
Christmas
Program
on the
evening of December 21.
The older students
of the Sarah Wright
School of Speech are planning an evening with
Pierrot which will be given very soon.
Boys from the Public Speaking Class of the
Sarah Wright School of Speech will give an
Evening with Shakespeare
early in the month.
A group of Tiny Tots from the Sarah
Wright
School of Speech are Working on a
rather unique program
which is called The
Style Show.
This will be the Annual Spring
benefit performance
given for some worthy
cause.

._._._._._.
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inson on January
II will be indefinitely
postponed on account of the flu epidemic.
Further notice will be issued regarding
the date
of the performance.
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Miss Emma L. Adams
VOICE

TEACHER,
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and

DIRECTOR
Suite 18, Woman's
Bide .•
Phone 6-3366
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Phone 2-2632
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BOHLMANN
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
Mr. Bohlmann
spent the Christmas
holidays in Cincinnati
and Louisville.
He returned
to the city after spending
an enjoyable
holi
day, and classes were reopened Tuesday.
o
Miss Reeves' class of Kiddies have been in
great demand during the holidays.
They also
filled two engagements
at Bry's during
the
holidays.
Misses Velvarose
McLaughlin
and
Nellie Bowers, popular
entertainers
and pupils of Miss Reeves. have been to Blytheville
filling an engagement.
A beautiful
series of
dances were given and were well received by
the audience.
Du ring the holidays.
Miss
Reeves entertained
with a Christmas
party at
the Catholic Club for her classes. Over a hundred pupils enjoyed Miss Reeves' hospitality.
This proved to be a very lovely party and was
thoroughly
enjoyed by everyone.
o
The choir of the Linden Avenue Christian
Church presented
the Cantata,
"The Story of
Christmas,"
by H. Alexander
Matthews
on
Decem ber 23d.
Soloists
were Mrs. Roscoe
Clarke,
Elsa Gerber,
Mrs.
Walter
Moore,
Russell Newell and Mr. Artur
Platz.
Mrs.
Bates Brown was at the piano and M r. Platz
at the Pipe Organ.
Mr. Artur Platz is director of the music at the Linden Avenue Christian Church.
o

Pupils were on many private programs
during holidays.
Miss Brown, instructor,
directed
the Les Passes Ball presented
at the Peabody
on the night of December
31. This consisted
mainly of old fashioned dances and the latest
Jazz steps.
This entertainment
proved very
successful as well as beautiful.
Classes will reopen as soon as the flu f'n;demic is checked.
o
The Schurnanns
Club, consisting of a group
of Mrs. Carroll
Mount's
pupils, held a very
interesting
meeting
on New Year's.
Prizes
were awarded in scale playing contests and for
piano technique.
A very enjoyable
time was
had by everyone present.
---{">---

Meyer Davis' orchestras
appeared. to cnj?y
a monopoly
of the prominent
social affairs
given in New York during Christmas
week
when they played
for forty-seven
different
functions at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Ritz-Carlton.
Sherry's, Park Lane. The Mayfair and at pri.. vate homes.
-----jO>----
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The Vinoy
Park Hotel at St. Peterburz.
Fla., under the management
of M r. Clement
E. Kennedy.
has engaged a Meyer DaVIS orchestra for the 1929 season.
o
The success of the huge orchestras
in the
various Wm. Fox De Luxe Theatres
throughout the country
reflects much credit ?n the
ability of Meyer DaVIS in the orgarnzanon
of large orchestral
units regardless of l?Calitv.
The Meyer Davis organizatton
including
all
contracts
in this country
and abroad
now
consists of 116 orchestras.
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"ON WITH THE DANCE"
By JERRIE
In the beginning
was the Dance, for in the
beginning
was motion.
Earth danced
and the
planets;
the sun danced
and the stars.
And
still they dance.
All dance
to that mystifying power
that impels
them and sends them
whirling
through
infinite
space to express
an
emotion
unknowable.
And when their Dance
will stop,
life also will stop;
existence
will
stop;
existence
will stop
and nothing
shall
be.
And we, insignificant
mortals,
feel the impulse of the universe
to move, to whirl,
to
spin, and in our imperative
motion
we feel
the ecstasy
of life as we dance
to the tune
of life. We grow
in stature
and dimension
until,
in spirit,
we challenge
the gods.
What difference
does it make and who cares?
All creation
is a dance.
All life is a dance;
a dance
composite,
a complicated
symphony
consisting
of bacchanals,
and devotionals,
and
dances
funebres,
executed
with all the seriousness
and complicality,
simplicity
and arabesque
intricacy',
ecstasy
and abasement
of
life itself,
all in pure
harmony
and perfect
rhythm.
symmetry
and grace
of the Dance
Universal.
The mode
of its expression
is
manifold,
as varied
as life itself;
it is epitomized in the arts.
The Dance aways has been. It is not true,
as some writers
would
have us believe,
that
between
the ancient
Greeks
and the recent
revival
of the art, the Dance
was extinct.
Even in the Occident,
where
it was either
suppressed
or maltreated
by quacks,
its eternal flame was fed by its martyrs
and votaries.
Art is like any institution,
when it becomes
a convention
it withers
and dies. When
it
has to depend
upon patronage
for its existence
it must
wait
upon
the fortunes
and
whims of its patron.
It matters
not whether
the patron
is an individual
or an institution;
both these
change.
The only immutable
pillar of art is human
nature,
human
emotion.
Where
the Dance
had to depend
upon
a
government,
a religious
sect,
a petty
lord,
it failed.
Its removal
from
the stage
was
<l natural
result.
But from among
the populace it was never
removed.
In spite
of the
frowns
of bigotry,
which
sometimes
masks
itself
behind
the subterfuge
of superiority,
the folk dance found its medium
among
the
peasants
of the land, it thrived
in its element.
In Spain, in Italy, in Russia
and even
in Puritan
England
its progress
never ceased.
Every' Plymouth
fumed
at its Merry
Mount,
but the universal
Spirit of Merry Mount
conquered.
It conquered
because
it is synonymous
with human
existence.
The sound
of
the prehistoric
tomtoms
reverberates
in the
souls of humans,
and; the mystic
tribal dance
whirls
in its composite
brain.
The contemporary
interest
in the Dance
is not merely
a revival,
it is a revolt,
a revolt in keeping
with historic
development
of
society',
following
a rebellion
of
contemporary
poetry
and drama, of literature,
painting and music. It is the demand
of the people
for self-expression.
Like
all revolutions
it
has come from below and has' forced
its way
up.
It is fortunate
for the dance
that
it
has rooted
itself in the fallow ground
of the
folk, in their basic emotions
and fundamental,
life-giving'
spirits.
for the base of the folk
dance
is the folk psychology
and emotion,
colorful
and deep-set.
from
this
fertile
soil,
then,
the
Dance
has risen,
until
it has revivified
its dying
soul. Its grand march has destroyed
the parasites and fungi that have begun
to grow on
it in the West.
The old conventional
Italian
and french
ballets were crushed
by the mere
tremor
caused
by its advance
and new ballets have sprung
up. again with renewed
life
of their
own soils.
The contrast
between
and vizor gained from the natural
resources
the contemporary
ballet
and its withered
predecessor
is inspiring,
and a clear
statement of it is given in an article
by Mr. AI-

MEYER
bert
frankenstein,
who says,
"The
modern
ballet dancer does not dress in a huge powder
puff and demonstrate
that she can stand
on
the tip of one toe for forty
seconds.
The
modern
ballet dancer
is a fantastic,
silent actor.
The dancer
....
is the artist
of our
day', and the
portrayer
in motion
of the
lives we lead."
It is significant
that our g r ean dancers
are
no longer
satisfied
with set conventionalized
movements
and lifeless
symbols.
When' artists like Ruth st. Denis and Ted Shawn take
it upon themselves
to seek far and wide in
order
to study
the life of peoples,
as it is
expressed
in their dances,
and so to saturate
tt.ernselves
with the spirit
of this life that
they may be able
to portray
it in
those
IIr
high station.
When
men and women
set
out as crusaders
and give their lives for the
c.auces, it is evident that the art has reached
dance
as Isadora
Duncan,
fokine,
and Nijinsky
have done,
then
its life is assured.
When people
begin to talk intelligently',
sympathetically,
critically
and
appreciatively
about
the dance;
when they can lend themselves
to the fantastic
ecstasy
of the perfo r ming dancer;
when they can feel the emotion, the joy', the sorrow,
the sublimity
and
the rhythmic
vibration
of glorious
and harmonious
motion,
then
the
future
of the
dance is safe.
The burden
lies upon
the shoulders
of
the dancers
themselves:
It is they
who
must be the crusaders
and the teachers.
Occidental
industrialism
has crushed
the spirit
of many arts, perhaps
the art of work
not
least. Its power
to destroy
is proportionate
to the delicacy
of the art, and the Dance is
one of the most delicate
arnon g them.
Our
so-called
civilization
has the habit of destroying the most
fundamental,
the most
basic
emotions,
and because
the Dance
has the
ability' to express
these emotions
it has had
the hardest
strugjrle.
The Dance
depends
upon
visual
images
to be understood,
but
an increasing
number
of our civilization
must
wear spectacles.
It depends
for its success
upon
the appreciation
of symmetry
of mo-'
tion, yet symmetry
is one of the most difficult art elements
to comprehend.
The modern
Creative
Dance
has wedded
itself to music,
to painting,
to color.
There
are rumors,
on the other
hand,
that
it is
seeking divorce
from
these
extraneous
appurtenances
in Paris; perhaps
it is the natural
progress of the dance in its attempt
to stand
on its own merit
as a pure
art. After
all,
one
can imag ine the
solemn
ecstasy,
the
exultant
fierceness
and tragic
silence
of the"
worshippers
of Baal as they
danced
about
Elijah"s
altar
and, finally
fell to their
own
exultant
tortures
as their
souls
peacefully
rose to their Baalim.
The dance psychology
of our civilized
West
today
is, however,
in
the infancy
of its rebirth
and it must
be
educated.
The first law of education
is the
sugar
plum.
The advance
must
be gradual,
from
the
known
to the
unknown.
If the
Dance
must
depend
upon music
of the orchestra
and upon
color
or the contrasts
of
light and shade,
it must adopt
these
means
as accessories.
The most important
principle
is that
it be understood,
it must
be felt.
Many' people
believe
that the Creative
Dance
must
go hand in hand with the other
arts.
Perhaps
that is true. It is also true, however,
that it has color
of its own,
that
in symmetry of motion,
in -g race and harmony
there
is also a music and poetry
that is appreciable
to the trained
mind.
Certain
it is that
at
present
the harmonious
blending
of the arts
of music,
painting
and dance
has developed
a mode of expression
that may be exultant
or base,
gentle
or fierce,
tragtc
or comic,
and that through
this medium
all of human
thought
and emotion
in its most
powerful
surge
or most
delicate
conception
cannot
only
be portrayed,
but imbued
into
other
human
minds
and hearts.

"Florence B. Riley
School of Dancing
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Business

OF DANCING

1270 Linden Avenue
Phone 2-6931; Residence

2-6065

Ballet, Toe, Musical Comedy, Acrobatic,
Tap Spanish, and B allr oom
Dancing Taught
Teacher
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Newest
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OF

DANCE

Classes

.Ballet,

ARTS

in

Toe. Classical, Musical Comedy.
Tap, Acrobatic and Ballroom

All Classes

Under the Personal
Supervision of Miss Forbes
1332 Union Avenue
at Crosstown
Phone
2-3965
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WITII THE MISSISSIPPI FEDERATION
STATE

President

MUSIC CU'l)
OF NATION,\L

PHLSIDENT
{II EETING

By Mrs. C M. Harrison
Mississippi
Federation
of
Clubs

TELLS

Music

It was my great pleasure to represent our
beloved state in the Detroit
meeting and to
sit under the spell of the voice, of such women
as Mrs. Edg~r Stillman
Kelly, our esteemed
Na tiona I' Prcsidcn t. J nd her splendid cohort
of State and 'auonal workers and to have this
privilege
aUi,ilented
by the feast of music
provided
by .hc various choral clubs, symphony orchestras
and artists of world renown
that Oct roi t and the Sta te of tvlichigan fu rnishcd for the enjoyment
of its celebrated visitors. This was an opportunity
that made me
wish for every Mississippi
woman who loves
good music and is interested in seeing our own
State become more musical.
When one hears reports from the various
departments
of this great organization
that is
seeking to serve our. nation in both its secular
and religious
life through
the channels
of
music we wonder how any town can afford to
be without the cultural influence of at least one
Federated
Music club.
To hear Mrs. Mabee, director
of church
music, tell how under her supervision
forty
nations were brought together in song at the
great Los Angeles convention
and how these
forty nations with a chorus of three thousand
.voices sang Hallelujahs
out under the stars in
California
this past summer is to understand
the success of her work and yet her services in
the way of printed suggestions
for all types
of church music are free for the asking to
every chu rch in the land.
Then when Miss Julia E. Williams, the councellor of Junior clubs, spoke one no longer
wondered that the children not only love her
but her books and her songs also, and we were
comforted with the thought that if Miss Julia
continues her work. su rely America will be the
most musical of nations in the next generation.
Space and time forbid even a comment on
every department
but suffice it to say that
they are all being manned by able workers who
are going to be satisfied with nothing less than
a Federated
Music Club in every State, County and Town.
I was not by any means ashamed of Mississippi's report for in some phases of work we
lead the lists; for instance, in the number of
scholarships
offered as awards to contestants
-in State contests and in point of honor required by State for Federated
clubs.
Then,
too, Mississippi
received many cheers because
it was through her inflence that the State of
Louisiana was brought into the National
Federation
and for the interest
that our State
Choral chairman
has aroused in choral contests and choir classes.
Mississippi,
through
the brilliancy
of· our
own Mrs. Rowyee of Pontotoc won the National prize offered in the Study course department
.and her article is being sent from shore to
shore in behalf of music.
Enough could not be said in compliment
to
the Detroit women for the manner in which
they entertained
this body of women when not
in session.
There were breakfasts,
luncheons,
teas, dinners, banquets,
drives, organ recitals,
symphony
concerts and even radios in every
room so that there was not one moment that
one was not feasting either physically or mentally.
All praise to the National Federation of Music clubs which means all praise to every woman who is an individual member of any- Federated Music Club, for it is, after all, the privates in the ranks who are making this work
possible.
Let us all meet at Boston at the Biennial,
June 17th to 26th, 1929.

OF MUSIC CLUBS

EXTENSION
DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Tom Cole, Chairman
Amory, Miss.
Points of Interest on the Subject of Federation.
WHY FEDERATE
First-Because
the State Federation
of Music Clubs is the only organization
in the State
of Mississippi
whose sole purpose is that of
"Making Mississippi Musical."
Music and the
advancement
of musical interests and appreciation are its justification
for being and not
merely branches or departments.
I f you believe in Mississippi are you helping to develop
the cultural possibilities
of MIssissippi
in the
field of music?

. Third-Programs
working plans and
mutual benefit.

Second-Because
the local clubs and their
individual
members are the essential units in
a state Federation.
If you are in a music club
and are not in a Music Federation
you are circumscribing
your field of service by your city

Fourth-Because
as we grow in numbers and
earnestness
of purpose the more readily will
we receive the co-operation
of the "Friends of
Music" who use the Federation
and recognize
the Federation
as a valuable
avenue of distribution
of all contributions
to American musical art.
TOGETHER
We can grow stronger and ('" r accomplishments will be in ratio to our strength.
Togetber we can make opportunities
for Music
and musicians
in Mississippi
which are now
undreamed
of even in spite of gratifying
enlargement.

limits.
Third-Because
we cannot manufactu re musical culture.
We must make it grow.
" 0
club is too large to refuse co-ope ration-no
club too small to ask for it." We need every
club to help the Federation
and we honestly
believe the Federation
can help every club.
HOW CAN WE HELP THE CLUB?
First-History
of the human
race demonstrates that civilization
has advanced from the
primitive state thus far through the exercise of
the impulses of I mitation,
Emulation
Competition and Co-operation.
There are the characteristic
emotions
which will be aroused in
the clubs when they compare their accomplishments with those of other clubs and it will be
through these very human emotions
and impulses that the leaders will determine
to enlarge their scope of work and aim for the highest possible achievement.
Second-Through
very small individual contributions
of mind, time, and money the expression of. the sum total may be made in impressive figures.
Scholarships
to young musicians may thus be made possible (thirteen are
offered
this year-did
you know it P), programs developed,
local talent encourased
and
recognized by the sister c1ubs and thus open
avenues of opportunity
of professional development.
.

may
ideas

be exchanged
and
given and taken to

HOW CAN YOU FEEL US?
First-By
letting us know that you arc "with
us."

Second-By
promoting
your own local interests and making the most of your own c1uh
possibilities
and thus moving us all forward
toward our objective-"A
Musical Missics.ppr.":
Third-You
can furnish the Federation
w.th
members
who are capable
of planning
and
carrying out our larger programs-we
always
need LEADERS.
You can let us know and
use your musical genius and your executive
genius to the good of all instead of few.
-:

:

Together we can experience what alone we
can never know-"The
fellowship of music and
the sisterhood
of song."

------~u-------Presidents
and Past-Presidents
of the M ississippi Federation of Music Clubs, Greetings:
This is Mrs. j. C. Tompkins
of Hattiesburg
speaking to y~u over Sta tion T. S. M. J. the
Tri-State MUSIcal Journal of Memphis. Tenn.
Since passing from the office of State President. I suppose you thought you were rid of
me for .a while anyway, hut here I am again.
Just as interested and enthusiastic
for the program of our State organization
as ever; I am
just speaking to you through a new channel.
Just here I wish to add my personal thanks
to that of the State Federation
for the Mississippi page so generously
given us by the
Tri-State
Musical Journal.
I hope you are all

r ,

"

r'~~~~~~~~'~
Mme+ Valentina
.Tumanskava
VOCAL STUDIO
Vocal Culture,

Dramatic Presentation
Concert Stage

for Opera and

~

~'WfI~
Special Opera Class
159 Madison

Memphis, Tenn.

Phone 8-3392
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WITI-I THE MISSISSIPPI FEDERATION OF MUSIC CLUBS
!lowing your
appreciation
hy personal
subcript ion.
If not, then you arc losing an oportunity
for much information
of inestimable
ucrcst and worth to vou.
Question
I-Arc
you
'resident
Asscrn bly?

a member

Question
2-lf
'not,
why not?
Question
3-Won't
you join, not
ut '1'00/\ Y?

of the

Past

tomorrow,

A privilege and honor is yours to be a merncr in this organization,
a department
created
'y 1\\ rs. William
Arms
Fischer
in the Nlional Federation
of Music Clubs and which is
ont ributing
one of the greatest
opportunities
Il American
Concert
Artists in Musical Arncr-

ca.
The Past President
Assembly
is an Alumni
,f music clubs in America to which only active
nd Past
Presidents
of federated
clubs can
-clong-c-only
YOU who have been the pioneer
/orkers
of the past in laying the foundation
,f our present
federational
force in America.
'hc prime object is for a higher standard
of
nusic throughout
Amcrica.
Is this not an
ionor?
. Every
individual
is rewarded
according
to
he service he or she renders.
When one can
lot give time and personal
effort
toward
a
ausc, one can contribute
in money.
This is
lOW you serve in the Past President
Assern",y.
Your mernbershio
dues are two-fold
in
ervicc.
Part goes to the National
Federation
in which is used in prizes for the National
::Ontest winners,
in which
M ississirr-: , conestants
are eligible.
Part
goes to our own
irate Federation
which is applied
to the Matie O. Hart scholarship
fund.
.
Would
you not feel proud
to have Missisippi go on record as one of the leading States
n supporting
this great
forward
movement?
[hen without
further
solicitation,
won't
you
end me at once your
membership?
Initial
ncrnbership
is $5.00 and :!i3-Biannuallv.
Oth.rwise you may expect
to be swamped
with
iersonal
letters from me until you are heard
'rom one way or another.
I shall be glad to
rive you any further
information
you may
lesire if you will write me.
Let's one and all
'ally and make possible a 100 per cent report
It Boston in June that all Presidents
of Mis.issippi have joined
the Assembly.
Wouldn't
'hat be wonderful?
Wishing you a Happy New Year and a year
)f great musical achievements.
Most cordially,
MRS. ]. C TOMPKINS,
State Chairman
of Past President
Assembly.

---0--WOMAN'S
,

CLUB

OBSERVE
WEEK

SCHUBERT

The
Clarksdale
Woman's
Club
observed
Schubert
festival
week
Thursday
afternoon
with a beautiful
program
led by Mrs. Jas.
4. Martin,
Jr.
She was assisted
by members
)f the music department
under
the leadership of Mrs, Wright
Landry
and the Dramatic
department
under
the leadership
of
Mrs. J. Mci. Archer.
Mrs. Martin
opened
the meeting
with
a
brief sketch
of Schubert's
life.
Then followed the depicting
of "Scenes
from Schubert's
Childhood."
In the cast appeared;
Mesdames
lake Fink, L. D. Stoneman,
Ben Collier,
H.
I. Irvin, J. McL Archer,
Wilson
Schultz
and
Miss Carolyn
Collier.
On the musical
program
appeared:
Misses
Minnie
Shannon,
Ada Chapman
and Bessie
Cartledge,
and Mesdames
W, E. Dickey,
E.
O. Moore,
Edd Graves,
Hughes
Sample,
W.
E. Rust and Charles
Baltzer.
At the
conclusion
of the
program
the
hostesses
served
sandwiches
and tea. The
hostesses
were Mesdames
E. H. Sample,
W.
D. Prowell,
Z. F. Burnett
and Misses
MInnie
Shannon
and Inez Payne.

AMORY

LIBRARY
EXTENSION
DEPARTMENT
MRS. T. P. RAMSEY,
Chairman
Du rant, Miss.
The Library
Extension
Department
of our
great
National
Federation
of Music
Clubs
presents
one of the most interesting
possibilities
of the whole
club system.
It is the
aim and purpose
of this department,
working
through
our music
clubs,
to establish
a
music section
in every public library
in every
state.
It is also the desire
of this department that clubs already
having libraries
place
these
books
where
they
will be accessible
for reference
books
used in any course
of
music understanding;
and not only books on
standard
musical
subjects
but also the current musical
periodicals,
sheet music
(including choral
music)
both
sacred
and secular,
records
and piano rolls.'
The following
books
are especially
recommended
for every
library;

--------0-------MACDOWELL
MUSIC
CLUB
Jackson,
Miss.
The MacDowell
Club
opened
the year
1928-29 with its usual Anniversary,
Tea held
this year at the home of the President,
Mrs.
Dudley
Phelps.
A splendid
program
was enJoyed, given by Miss Marion
Weaks,
pianist,
Mrs. L. E. Foster,
vocalist,
and Mrs. Marion
Tobias,
violinist.
The officers
of the club
acted as hostesses
and following
the program
a delightful
social hour was enjoyed,
dainty
refreshments
being served
at this time.
The succeeding
program--meetings
have
been in charge
of the First Vice-President,
Mrs. George
B. Power,
her daughter,
Mrs.
Orrin
Swayze
acting
for her, and have biographies
and
musical
selections
from
the
classic
period.
Much
interest
seems
to be
manifested
by' all members
of the Club and
it is to be hoped that under the able direction
of our President,
·Mrs. Phelps,
this will be
a banner
year for the MacDowell
Club.
Helene
G. A.lford.

--

--

GIVES

Decidedly
the feature
event
of the week
. in social
and musical
realms
was the reciprocity
program
given
in Tupelo,
Wednesday afternoon,
December
5, by the Amory
Wednesday
Musicale.
A few months
ago the Amory
and Tupelo
clubs
decided
to have an exchange
of pro·grams
during
the club months
and Tupelo
will present
a similar
program
in Amory
in
January.
.
.
The home of Mrs. Rex Reed'\was
used by
the Tupelo
Club,
for the occ'a~ion
and she
was assisted
in receiving
by Mrs.
R. W.
Reed, Mrs. R. A. Weaver,
Mrs. R. C. Clarke
and Miss Martha
Duberry.
Large
bronze
and gold
floor
baskets
of
autumn
foliage
were
arranged
in attractive
groupings,
about
the rooms
and the autumn
motif
was further
carried
out in chandelier'
decorations.

The Music Study' Course
of N. F. M. C.,
and the fifth book of this course,
"Masters
of the Symphony,"
by Dr. Percy
Goetchins,
with
the
"Analytical
Symphony'
Series
of
Two-Hand
Piano
Performance."
"Fundamentals
of Musical
Art,"
prepared
by the Caxton
Institute,
Steinway
Building,
113 West
Fifty-Seventh
Street,
New York
City; David Berg, managing
Editor.
"A Musical Message
for
Mothers,"
by
Margaret
Wheeler
Ross, published
by' Carl Fisher,
Inc.,
Cooper
Square,
New York City.
"How Music Grew,"
by Marion
Bauer and
.Ethel Peyser.
The three National
Bulletins;
"Music
Club
Magazine,"
"Church
Music
Bulletin,"
and
"Junior
Club Bulletin.'"
I recommend
that
Clubs
establish
music
sections
in their
libraries
in honor
of their
state organization
or some
person'
who has
rendered
a distinct
service
along
musical
lines. Visit your schools
and suggest
a muslc
shelf.
Get in touch
with your Junior
Club
leaders
and recommend
books on music suit·able for the student
musician.
The
potentialities
of Music
Clubs
are
limitless,
and our National
Library
Extension
Chairman,
in an effort
to arouse
a keener
interest
among
individual
clubs
for library
extension
activities
is offering
a cash award
of $25.00 to the state which gains the largest
number
of contributing
clubs.
It will be
called the "Jessie
Stillman
Kelly Prize"
and
shall be used for the cause
of Library
Extension
work.
Let us endeavor
to make
a
100% showing
in Library
Extension
for the
next
BIennial
and do our
part
in making
America
the Music center
of the world.
•
Bessie Cook Ramsey.
State Library
Extension
Chairman.

WEDNESDAY
MUSICALE
PROGRAM
IN. ·TUPELO

Before
the beginning
of the program
by
the Amory
Club Mrs. R. W. Reed, president
of the Tupelo
club
extended
a courteous,
but short
and informal
greeting,
to which
Mrs. M. Q. Ewing, responded.
Mrs. C. M. Harrison
opened
the program
by giving
a very' wonderful
description
of
the effectiveness
of music
in all its phases,
the topic of said discussion
being
"The
Miracles of Music."
The speaker
dealt with her
subject
in a manner
that convinced
her hearers that
the thoughts
advanced
must
have
origInated
from
a master
mind.
Other
.

numbers

were

Piano
Solo-On
MIss Guyton.
Voice
Johnson,

as follows;

Wings

number-The
Mrs. Vinson,

.of

Break
of nay-Miss
accompanist.

Piano Duet-Overture
Wiendsor-Nicolor-Miss
Guy Gr avlee,
Piano
Vinson.

Song-Listz-

to Merry
Roberts

Wives ofand Mrs.

Solo-Arabesque-DeBussy-Mrs.

Vocal Selection-When
-Miss
Craft with Miss

the
Roberts

Roses
at the

Bloom
piano.

Sextette,
(a) My Creed.
(b) The Throstle
-Mrs.
Erskine
Wiygul,
Mrs. O. C. Thomas,
Miss Eva Craft,
Miss Evelyn
Johnson,
Mrs.
Leone Vinson
and Mrs. T. J. Cole, with Miss
Roberts
accompanist.
At the conclusion
of the above
program
Mrs. L. D. Rhinehart
and Mrs. R. C. Clark
the guests
were 'ushered
into the large dinIng' room where
a tea service
was enjoyed.
Mrs. L. D. Rhinehart
and Mrs. R. C. Clark
presided
at the tea urns,
while
Mrs. Floyd
Adams,
Mrs. Joe Pryor,
Mrs. Wilbur
Riley,
Miss Mary Pe q u e s and Mrs. Roy Bogan bore
the silver trays
of delicious
sandwiches
and
sweets.
The tea table
was attractive
with
its center
of yellow
chrysanthemums
and,
decoration
of silver.
.
Amory

Advertiser,

by

Mrs.

Willis.

o
PONTOTOC
The Music
Study
Club
of Pontotoc
has
had three
most interesting
programs
of late.
These
included,
Primitive
Music,
a very enthusiastic
program
on Early
Church
Music,
and a Medieval
Program,
which
was most
interesting'.
Another
fact of which this Music
Club
boasts
was the lovely'
contralto
solo
which
was rendered
at the M. E. Church
South
by the Club
nes Travis,
to the
who

were

attending

---------

Chorus
several
the

leader,
hundred
Annual

Miss Agvisitors

Conference.
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Some Valuable Advice to
Piano Students

\

I Mac~n

By ERNESTO

& Andrews
~raduate

When S0r11e of the foremost business men, bankers and professional men frankly praise the work of
our graou' ,tes and recommend
our
school tfiJ their staffs and their
sons and 'daughters-there
can be
no doubt of the HIGH REPUTE a

MACON & ANDREWS
GRADUATE ENJOYS

f
~

I
I
I

G. A. COX
Clerk of the Chancery Court,
Quitman County.
Marks, Miss.

~
~

I

Dixie Fay Cox,
Deputy'
Sept.
Macon & Andrews
Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Mr. Andrews:

The eminent

21,

1928.

College,

I am wr iting to tell you how much
I appreciate what your school has done
for my three children, and the interest
you took in getting them positions.
As you know, Butler is in the main
• office of Riechman-Crosby
Co., of
Memphis; Evelyn Lane is in the office
of the American Mutual Liability Co.,
Memphis, and Dixie Fay is Deputy
Clerk of the Chancery Court of Quitman County, Miss.
I can certainly
recommend
the
South's Greatest School of BusinessMacon & A ndrews College, Memphis,
Tenn.
Your friend,
G. A. COX.
P. S.-Since
receiving
the above
letter Mr. Cox has enrolled another
daughter with us,-four
children from
one family'.
.
A itend a school accredited by the
leading Universities, Law and Medical
Colleges, Business and Professional Men,
Bankers, Railroads, otber Corporations,
/lIS11ra1lCCand Cotton Firms, the Unit. ed Stales Government
from the Lakes
to the Gull, from tbe A tlaniic to the
Pacific, and Foreign Countries.
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CLASSES DAY AND NIGHT
ENTER NOW

Macon & Andrews
College, Inc.
The South's Greatest School of Business
and the Leading Cotton Classing
School of America
Main St. and Union Ave.

i

l

Elevator

Entrance

85 Union

MEMPHIS, TENN:

"THE ETERNAL QUESTION" ....
The first thing a pupil will ask me when he
comes to me for an interview is; "How many'
hours? day should I practice?"
The question,
although simple as it may seem, is the hardest
for me to answer, due to the fact that every
student is different. Some require little time
to learn anything; others seem to labor twice
as long. Then we have to consider the posjtion in which the student may find himself. If
the pupil is forced to work during the day, or
attend school, the practice has to be done invariably in the evening, and under these circumstances
he can not possibly work more
than two or three hours at a time when the
mind and body are tired, and therefore
finding, concentration
almost impossible.
However, if the pupil is at leisure during
the day, from three to five hours of real
concentrated
work is required.
What is really the most important part in
practicing piano, is regularity. If the student
decides on four hours work, it should be
kept up as regularly, every day, as possible.
One hour one day, is simply waste of time.
Irregularity
is the worst enemy of accomplishment.
"SLOW PRACTICE OR REGULAR PLA YING"
Slow practice is absolutely
necessary', in
fact, the only way to bring technical difficulties under perfect control. The student who
thinks that a piece once learned does not
need to be practiced
slowly any more is
making a great error. No matter how perfectly one knows a composition,
one should
always begin practicing it very slowly every
day, in order to keep every' note under mental
control. Technical achievement is very treacherous.
One knows a piece thoroughly today
to forget it easily tomorrow. When one p ractices slowly, the brain has time to register
every note clearly. If one practices fast, concentration is difficult and any blurring done
Is immediately registered, thus bringing forth
the kind of playing one oft", calls "muddy".

I

I

I

BERUMEN

concert pianist and pedagogue
of New York City

----0---VOICE

•

CLJLTURE IN ITS TRUE FORM
(Continued from Page 5)
the piano.
The "weight," which is for the
pianist the support,
is the shoulder.
and
"resonance" is produced by the pianist throu=h
, the touch of the finger-tips and carried to the
listener .. "Relaxation,'
which means for the
singer the perfectly relaxed arm and hand.
The same method applies to the playing of any
other instrument.
Summing up. all that is involved in correct
tone production is the support and tho resor-ancc, respectively the diaphram and the sofe
palate.
These two. the end parts of the process. are constantly functioning while in between the middle part remains relaxed, allowing the breath to pass freely to the resonating
chambers and out through the lips. Shorter
still, the whole of correct voice production is
expressed in the triple formula, support-resonance-relaxation.
This is the simple method that I have applied to hundreds of my pupils with the most
gratifying result, not onlv in developing material in the shortest possible time, but in correcting so called crippled voices,' and even
restoring voices' given up as hopelessly ruined.
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I Give Your Boyar
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Girl

MUSICAL
TRAINING

i

i

'
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It is a wonderful
accomplishment
and a great asset in later life.
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Now is the time to train
them while they are young
and learn quickly.

"

,. ,.

Turn your child over to
one of our ten expert instructors and we will guarantee to teach them the instrument
of their choice.
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LESSONS
EASY TERMS
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BUESCHER
Band and Orchestra
Instruments
are the highest quality
made-used
and
endorsed
by
leading musicians the world over.
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Bands and orchestras
of
all kinds organized
and
trained
anywhere
in the
Tri-States.

MAJESTIC

i

New Model
New Model

I

Terms

71
72

RADIOS
$165.25
.$195.25

as low as $2 a week
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Over Liggett's-Next to Lowenstein's
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PAUL MOORE
" .

.f','
I .

~

Little Rock, Ark.
Nov; 24, 1928.

,

!

W. P. Hamilton,
O. K. Houck Piano Co. ,
Little Rock, Ark.

I.

'

i
o
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Gentlemen:
Ii

This month marks my first year of teaching in Little
Rock, and a year of most pleasant association with your
firm, the O.K. Houck Piano Company.

•

1'1
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,~
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.,.

,,'IIn my work as teacher and singer I find the Steinway
piano a constant source of inspiration.
The richly mellow, humanly sympathetic tone that caused it to be rightly
called "The Instrument of the Immortals" has also endeared .
it to many "mortals".
In my case, being a bass-baritone,
I especially appreciate its satisfying brilliance and
.glorious sonority of tone • where, wi tli a single instrument one's accompanist may almost achieve an orchestral
ensemble •
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sincerely yours,
I,

PAVL

•

MOORE.

Steinway Pianos A re Sold in T1Jis Territory
Exclusively at Houck's
,
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K. HOUCK PIANO CO.
"Music
MEMPHIS

~
~

Headquarters

NASHVILLE

Since

SHREVEPORT.

1883"_
LITTLE

ROCK
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Mr. W. T. Sutherland. Vl-Pres. & Gen'l Mgr. '
O. K. Houck Piano Co.,
Memphis. Tenn.
" "

»:

v

Dear Mr. Sutherland:

/

To add praises to the Steinway is like!.·,·
carrying co~ls to NewiC~stle.· Th~re i~, however~
one feature I wish to stress: the beauti of ton~"
,that, when all else fades; it,--like the soul of
the Steinway--sings on. (~
~

, '. '..v··
.

Sincere'ly,

:-

1~.·

PATRICK O'SULLIVAN.

Steimoay Pianos Are Sold in This Territory
Exc! usive I).' at Houck's

"Music Headquarters
NASHVILLE

Since 1883"

SHREVEPORT

LITTLE

ROCK

:
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